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1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Problem and literature review 
Factor analysis and more general structural equation modeling have long been 
popular statistical tools in social and behavioral sciences, and are useful statistical 
methods in a wide range of applications. Traditional models in these types of anal­
yses are linear in underlying factors or latent variables. The linear model assumes 
that the observed variables are linear functions of the underlying factors or latent 
variables. This assumption may not be valid or realistic in many applications. For 
example, consider a measurement problem where observed variables are test scores. 
By assuming a linear model we expect that a test discriminates people equally well 
at all levels. However, this is not the case if the test is very difficult or very easy. 
While an easy test discriminates poorly between people with high abilities, a difficult 
test discriminates poorly between people with low abilities. In this case, a nonlinear 
model may be more appropriate. In behavioral sciences, it is often the case that the 
linear model fits the data well but with a larger number of factors than expected. 
In such cases, the subject-matter theory usually fails to explain the nature of the 
unexpected additional factors. Also, the linear model with the maximum allowable 
number of factors may fail to fit the data. These problems could be due to the ex­
istence of nonlinear relationships between observed variables and underlying factors. 
2 
Models nonlinear in factors may fit the data well and may produce more interpretable 
results based on the subject-matter theory. Analyses using nonlinear models can also 
provide a large class of useful tools for exploring nonlinear structure of multivariate 
data. 
The literature on nonlinear factor analysis has been limited. The pioneering 
work was developed by McDonald (1962). In this paper, McDonald introduced the 
basic notions of nonlinear factor analysis. He discussed a model which is nonlinear 
in factors but linear in the coefficients, e.g., a model where observed variables are 
polynomials in factors. A linear model was compared to some alternative nonlinear 
models. He proposed a procedure where one first estimates the factor scores of an 
orthogonal linear factor model and makes pairwise scatter plots. If a "significant" 
nonlinear relationship is seen on the plots, the function representing the relationship 
is estimated. As he stated in the paper, this procedure has some potential problems. 
First, his factor score estimation is ad-hoc. The estimated orthogonal factor scores 
are related to the true nonlinear structure by an unknown transformation. The 
procedure to remove this indeterminacy is not clear. An empirical application of 
the method is given in McDonald (1965). McDonald (1967a, 1967b) focused his 
discussion on models which are polynomials in factors, and applied the procedure 
introduced in the first paper. In all of the papers mentioned above, the factors 
were treated as random variables. Etezadi-Amoli and McDonald (198-3) considered 
polynomial models including factor interactions (factor product terms) where the 
factor scores as well as the factor loadings were treated as fixed quantities to be 
estimated. By assuming the error vectors are independently and normally distributed, 
they proposed a procedure for estimating factor loadings and factor scores based on 
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the so-called "maximum likelihood ratio" method introduced by McDonald (1979) 
for the linear model. They also discussed the identification problem. They showed 
that there is no rotational indeterminacy in some specific nonlinear models. They also 
presented a goodness-of-fit test statistic. In any of these papers, statistical properties 
of estimators were not addressed. Polynomial factor analysis model was also treated 
by Mooijaart and Bentler (1986). They also discussed the need for nonlinear factor 
analysis. They utilized the third order sample moments to estimate the parameters. 
They showed that the model parameters cannot be identified uniquely even when 
the third order moments are used. However, they proved that the number of distinct 
solutions is finite. Their estimation procedure is the generalized least squares method 
which is obtained by minimizing the weighted distance between a vector consisting 
of the elements in the second and third order sample moments and its expected 
value. They also presented a goodness-of-fit statistic. Amemiya (1993a,b) discussed 
a more general nonlinear factor analysis model and its identification. He introduced a 
single-equation model fitting procedure based on the instrumental variable approach. 
This estimation procedure contains an adjustment for a parameter estimate bias due 
to nonlinearity. Theoretical properties of the estimator based on the small-error 
asymptotics were also presented in support of the procedure. 
1.2 Dissertation organization 
This dissertation consists of two papers. In the first paper, we discuss the ad­
ditive nonlinear factor analysis model which is nonlinear in underlying factors but 
is linear in parameters. After discussing the identification problem, we propose our 
estimation procedure which uses an approximate conditional distribution of one part 
4 
of the observed vector given the other. Also, a test procedure for checking the model 
fit is introduced. Asymptotic properties of the estimator and the test procedure are 
derived using the small-cr asymptotics. A simulation study is also presented. 
The second paper deals with the general nonlinear factor analysis model. Some 
discussion of the identification problem is given. Two model fitting procedures are 
proposed and described. The usefulness of the procedures is studied through a Monte 
Carlo experiment. An example from a personality testing study is also presented to 
illustrate the the proposed procedures. 
A general conclusion follows the second paper. 
1.3 References 
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factor analysis. Psychometrika 32 77-112. 
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2. ADDITIVE NONLINEAR FACTOR ANALYSIS 
A paper to be submitted to The Annals of Statistics 
Ilker Yaicin and Yasuo Amemiya 
2.1 Abstract 
Analysis of multivariate data with possible nonlinear structure is considered. 
The analysis is based on a model which is an extension of the factor analysis model. 
An additive nonlinear factor analysis model assumes that observed variables are, 
except for errors, linear combinations of given nonlinear functions of unobservable 
underlying factors. For example, any polynomial factor analysis model is a special 
case. Such an analysis allows fitting of a complex model without increasing the 
number of factors suggested by the subject-matter theory, and is useful for exploration 
and representation of underlying nonlinear structure in multivariate data. The model 
and associated identification problem are discussed. A procedure for model fitting 
and parameter estimation is introduced. A test procedure for assessing the fit of a 
model is also introduced. The procedures do not require strong assumptions on the 
distributional form of the underlying factors and errors. Asymptotic properties of 
the procedures are derived using the large-sample small-error theory. A simulation 
study is also presented. 
2.2 Introduction 
Factor analysis and more general structural equation modeling have been widely 
used in social and behavioral sciences, and are useful exploratory and modeling tools 
for multivariate data in general. Traditional models in these analyses are linear in un­
derlying factors or latent variables. Practical need for more general nonlinear models 
exists, especially in behavioral sciences. In such situations, the linear models fit the 
data well but often with a larger number of factors or latent variables than expected 
or explainable by the subject-matter theory. Sometimes the linear model with the 
maximum allowable number of factors in such analyses does not fit the data well. 
In measurement and testing fields, it has been suggested that this difficulty may be 
due to the existence of a nonlinear relationship between underlying factors and the 
observed variables (test scores). Hence, it is desirable to have a procedure to fit (and 
to check the fit of) a nonlinear latent variable model backed by the subject matter 
interpretation, instead of using hnear approximation and finding uninterpretable fac­
tors. In general, the development of fitting and model checking procedures for specific 
nonlinear structural relationships is desired for analysis of complex multivariate data. 
Such techniques can be useful for exploring and representing multivariate data with 
possible underlying nonlinear structure. 
There has been a limited literature on nonlinear factor analysis. The pioneering 
work was developed by McDonald (1962, 1967a, 1967b). The work was followed up 
by Etezadi-Amoli and McDonald (1983) and Moijaart and Bentler (1986). This series 
of work was concerned with polynomial or power relationships, and its model fitting 
procedures were based on sample moments. Their work tended to lack the generality 
of models and techniques as well as proper theoretical support. Amemiya (1993a, b) 
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introduced a more general nonlinear model and discussed its identification problem. 
He also developed an instrumental variable technique for fitting a single equation 
at a time in the system of the general nonlinear factor analysis equations. He used 
the so-called small—cr asymptotics to develop the theory behind the method and to 
motivate an estimator which corrects for the bias due to the nonlinearity. 
In this paper, we consider a particular parametric additive nonlinear factor anal­
ysis model consisting of structural equations which are linear combinations of non­
linear functions of latent variables. For each of individuals t = 1,2, ...,n, let be a 
p X 1 observation. A general additive nonlinear factor analysis model for Z^ can be 
written 
Zi = B*g*(ff) + 6i, t = l,2,...,n, (2.1) 
where is a x 1 underlying unobservable factor vector, g* is a variate known 
linear or nonlinear function of f*, B* is a p x g* matrix of unknown parameters, ef 
is a p X 1 unobservable error vector with mean zero. For the model to make sense, 
q* > k. Some examples for a typical component of such a function g* are 
sift*) = 1. gi(ff) = /«. g*(?) = /if. 
(2.2) 
Sidt') = Ht/if Si(f*) = eM) = 1^-
As in the linear factor analysis model, we assume that f^'s and e^'s are independent, 
and that the p components of are independent. This implies that all interrelation­
ships among p observed variables in Z/ are explained only through the underlying 
factor vector f*. If we transform the factor f^* by a one-one (nonlinear) transforma­
9 
tion f** = h(ff), then (2.1) can be written 
Z; = B* g' (h-l(ff)) + € t  =  B *  + et, (2.3) 
and the two nonlinear factor analysis models with two different factor vectors repre­
sent an equivalent model. For model fitting and estimation, it is required to remove 
this indeterminacy. This is the identification problem. Assuming a particular distri­
butional form for seems meaningless, because f* can be transformed by a one-one 
nonlinear transformation without changing the meaning of the model. Thus, at this 
point we proceed without a particular distributional assumption on f* and Cf. This is 
the approach following the asymptotic robustness study for the linear model as given 
in, e.g., Anderson and Amemiya (1988), Browne and Shapiro (1988), and Amemiya 
and Anderson (1990). 
As described in detail in Amemiya (1993a) for the general nonlinear model, 
one way to write down an identified model avoiding the indeterminacy in (2.3) is 
the use of the errors-in-variables parameterization. See also Fuller (1987). For the 
general additive model (2.1), we consider only models that can be transformed to the 
following errors-in-variables parameterization. The errors-in-variables form of the 
additive model assumes that, with possible re-ordering of the elements, can be 
written as Zf = (Y^,X^)' for (p — A:) x 1 Y/ and A; x 1 satisfying 
Yt = Bg(fi)-t-ei, 
i = l,2,...,n, (2.4) 
where is a x 1 factor vector, (ej, )' = is a p x 1 error vector, B is a (p — ^) x ^  
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matrix of unknown parameters, and g is a valued known linear or nonlinear func­
tion of We assume E{e/} = 0, and write ^ = V{e^} = block diag ('See^^uu), 
where ^ee and ®uu are diagonal. Also let tfj be the p X 1 vector consisting of the 
diagonal elements of ^ee and ^uu- In this parameterization, the ^ x 1 factor is 
identified as the "true value" of except for the error u^. With such a well defined 
and a given function g, B is identifiable. We consider fitting and estimation of a 
model written in the form (2.4). Thus, for example, a model with each of p elements 
of Zf being a quadratic function of is not considered. Instead, we try to write a 
model where {p — k) elements are quadratic in except for errors and the corre­
sponds to the k remaining elements. This imposes some restrictions on B* and g* 
in (2.1), and we are not dealing with all possible identifiable additive models of form 
(2.1). But, (2.4) provides a convenient way to restrict attention to a class of identi­
fiable models. Also, the errors-in-variables form (2.4) is a natural exploratory model 
that can be suggested by a simple scatter plot matrix of p obsei'ved variables. Hence, 
the use of (2.4) is practically useful for nonlinear structural modeling of multivariate 
data in addition to providing interpretable and identifiable models. Throughout our 
development we also assume that 2~^{p — k){p — A; -F 1) > p. This is identical to 
the requirement for the identification of the linear unrestricted (exploratory) factor 
analysis. We assume this condition, because the general additive model (2.1) includes 
such a linear model as a special case, and because it plays a key role in our model 
fitting and checking procedures. 
Note that in model (2.4) no restriction is placed on q, the number of nonlinear 
functions in Examples of the elements of g(fi) are given in (2.2). Thus, for 
example, even with small k, a model with polynomials of any order in the elements 
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of is identified and can be fitted. This contrasts with the polynomial model and 
method used in McDonald (1962, 1967a, 1967b). In his method, a linear factor 
analysis model is fitted first and polynomial relations among the fitted factors are 
sought, restricting possible polynomial models by the number of allowable linear 
factors in the first stage. For a case with four observed variables, his method can 
fit only the linear model with one factor, while model (2.4) with k = \ and g(fi) 
including any number of nonlinear functions (e.g. powers) of is identifiable and 
can be fitted by our method. 
We propose procedures for fitting model (2.4) and for checking the fit. The 
method and algorithm are described in the next section. Asymptotic properties 
of the procedures are described in Section 2.4. A simulation study is presented in 
Section 2.5. The appendix covers some results used in the derivations of Section 2.4. 
2.3 Approximate conditional likelihood method 
Although we intend to develop a useful method without specifying a distribu­
tional form, our approach is motivated by consideration of a certain approximate 
conditional likelihood function for given in model (2.4). Since g is nonlinear 
in ff, the likehhood for based on the distribution of and cannot 
be written down explicitly. To obtain a workable form of the likelihood, we use a 
quadratic approximation to the function g around the observable as given by 
g(f() = g(Xi) - G(X()Ui + iH(Xi)vec ®uu, (2.5) 
where 
G(f) = (2.6) 
12 
H(f) = (hi(f),h2(f),...,h,(f))', (2.7) 
^(f) = vec 
is the th component of g, and the vec operator lists all columns of a matrix 
in a vector starting with the first column. The approximation in (2.5) is based on 
ignoring the terms of order higher than two and on replacing with its expecta­
tion ^uu- This approximation is justified if the error is small, but includes the 
second order correction through H(X^). We use the expansion around in order 
to develop an approximate conditional likelihood given the observed value X/. With 
this approximation, the equation for in (2.4) becomes 
Yt=Bg'>{Xt) + vt, (2.8) 
where 
gO(Xi) = g(Xi) + iH(Xi)vec^uu, 
v t  =  e t - B G { X t ) u t .  
Assume hypothetically that ~ and ~ iV(0,'$'). Using (2.8) and the 
conditional distribution of given X^, the approximate conditional distribution of 
given X^ is 
(2.9) 
where 
ut = BgO(Xi)-BG(Xf)^uu($ + ^ uu)"^(Xi-M), 
— ^ee + BGr(X;^) ^®uu — '®'uu(^ + ®^uu) ^^uu) Gr'(X^)B'. 
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The approximate likelihood function is a product of the densities of Z^'s, and each 
density is the product of the marginal density of and the conditional density of 
given X^. Thus, the approximate log likelihood, except for a multiplier (—1/2) 
and an additive constant is, 
I = li +12 
where 
'1 = E Kiri«l + (Yt-^()'V(Y( 
'2 = E [logl«*| + (Xj-/»)'#»-l(Xi-M)l, 
t=l 
= # + 'g?uu-
Note that simple unbiased estimators 
1 "• 
X = -EX,, 
" t=l 
1 
"•XX = —tE(X(-X)(X,-X)', 
" ^ t=l 
are reasonable estimators of ft and $* = # + ^ uu regardless of the distributional 
forms of random and u^. Thus, to estimate B and ^ of our primary interest, we 
consider the approximate conditional likelihood for Yf given X^ with X and m^x 
substituted in place of fi and $ + ^uu- The resulting likelihood is a function of B 
and This is the so-called pseudo likelihood approach. This approximate condi­
tional likelihood does not directly depend on the normality of f^, but can be justified 
if the distribution of and the conditional distribution of given X^ are approxi­
mately normal. As we will show in Section 2.4, for the resulting estimators to have 
14 
reasonable properties, even such normality is not needed and weaker assumptions 
are sufficient. Note that the conditional distribution (2.9) is only approximate, and 
that, in particular, T-j-j- is not the exact conditional covariance matrix in general. 
The use of such an approximate expression for a covariance matrix in a role other 
than a (possibly incorrect) weight for a quadratic form (to be minimized) is known 
to produce estimators with potentially poor properties. See, e.g., Carroll and Rup-
pert (1982) and van Houwelingen (1988). Hence, instead of directly maximizing the 
approximate conditional likelihood with respect to B and we separate the two, 
and iterate between them. The idea is to estimate B and ^ without relying on the 
approximation used in as the conditional covai'iance matrix, and to develop a 
reasonable estimator of one parameter given the other. For this, each of B and ^ 
is estimated by some generalized least squares given the other parameter with some 
(generally incorrect) given weight matrix, and the two are iteratively alternated. 
To start the process, an initial estimate b(0) of B is required. This can be 
simply obtained by an unweighted least squares ignoring the errors in X^, i.e., 
bC' = E Ytg(X,)' (f; g(X,) g(X,)') . (2.10) 
^=1 \t=l ) 
An iiiitial estimate #(0) of ^ can be obtained by applying the unweighted least 
squares to 
.(0) = i i; 
"i=l 
where 
r<'''=Y,-BWg(X,). 
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That is, for the p x 1 satisfying vec with the x p known 
transformation matrix hp with zero and one elements, 
^(0) ^ (0(0) c(»)) ' c(0)'veA m(0), (2.11) 
where 
c(°) = K+ , 
p—k h-hz E (B('')G(Xi)®B(»)G(X())L 
t=l 
and is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of Kp_j^ such that vec A = 
Kp_j^vechA for a. {p — k) x {p — k) symmetric A. Here, for a symmetric A, vech A 
is the vector listing all elements of A on or below the diagonal starting with those on 
" (0) 
the first column. Any negative element of V* is replaced by zero, and the remaining 
elements are re-estimated by the reduced regression. An additional modification as 
described later is performed to assure the upper bound for the elements of 
The z—th estimate of of B given the (?' — 1)—st estimates and 
•^) is the generalized least squares estimate based on the approximate conditional 
distribution (2.9) treating t/f as a linear function of B and treating as given. That 
is, the B^^) is obtained as 
-1  
vec B (0 = (2.12) 
n . 
E w •u ) Yf 
where 
wS' = g(Xj) + |H(X()vec«!ju - G(X()®[j„ ''mxj((X^ - X), 
16 
'^ZZ 
+B 
H— 
n 
1 
('-1)G(X() (4i, -®!?U G(X,)'B('-1)' 
mZZ Ip_i.,-B('-l)G(Xt) 
n 
— j:(zi-z)(z,-z)'. 
i=l 
Here, the adjustment associated with n is to improve the small sample nu-
" (i 1 ) 
merical stability of taking the inverse of , and does not affect the large sample 
properties. 
Given and B the z—th estimate ) is obtained by the generalized 
least squares applied to 
m 
t=i 
where 
rj'' = Yj-BWWJ' 
+ (g'(X,)®Ip_j,) 
XX' 
n 
x:g(x,)g'(x,)®f 
..s=l 
(i-l)-l 
S5 
-1  
(g(X,)®Ip_j,) 
.(0, Note that is approximately the generalized least squares residual of on g(X^) 
(2—1} (z) 
with weight T^j. '. The second term in adjusts for the generalized least squares 
( i )  ( i ) '  
projection in , while the first term contains a part of the approximate ex-
( i )  ( i V  .  ( i )  ( i V  ( i )  pectation of . Thus, the expectation of is approximately 
^ee + BG{Xt)^ uu G'(X()B'. which is linear in •0. Hence, with an approximate 
weight, a generalized least squares estimator of t]} can be defined. The weight we use 
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here is the covariance matrix under the conditional normality of given X^. For the 
1 satisfying vec^^O = p X 
^vechm(^'), (2.13) 
where 
C(^) = K+ , 
p — k  ^ p - k ' \  E (B(''G(Xt)®B(')G(X,))L^, f=l 
= ;?K+_^,E(rSf®r«)K+lj. 
f(0 _ 
^ t t  -  ^ ee 
+B(')G(XI) I -M 
1 
H— 
n 
I„_fc,-B(OG(Xt)l mzz flp_t.-B«G(X() p — k i  
, —1,^— 1^(0 • 1-
G(Xi/B 
/ 
The term involving n is for the finite sample stability of the inverses. 
'  ( z )  .  Any negative element of 'is replaced by zero, and the remaining elements are re­
computed by the reduced generalized least squares. Also, an additional upper bound 
modification for is made. First, the largest root A of l^(^) — Am^zi is obtained. 
• ^ 1  1  If A > 1 + ^, then we  s e t  t j j ^  =  - s — •  This modification guarantees that 
X — n  ^  
does not become "too large" in relation to the sample variability 
The b(0 and ) are iteratively updated. This iterative procedure should 
be continued for a few iterations only instead of searching for convergence. See, 
e.g., Carroll and Ruppert (1988). But, in our experience of actual implementation, 
the estimates in some cases converge after a reasonable number of iterations. The 
final stage estimates are the approximate conditional likelihood estimates B and 
An estimator of the factor covariance matrix $, if desired, can be obtained by 
IS 
— ^uu with modification suggested in Amemiya (1985a). The residual sum of 
squares at, the final stage, z = 5, of estimating rj) given by 
= ^vech ^vech (2-14) 
is a statistic for model fit. If is large compared to the central chi-square distri­
bution with degrees of freedom {p — k){p — k + 1)/2 — p, then the model is suspect. 
See Theorem 5. Recall that we assumed cl > 0, and note that this condition was 
needed for the estimation procedure (2.13). It is possible to use a different estimator 
of V' with individual specific weights rather than the average weight used in (2.13). 
But, we prefer (2.13) because of its simpler computation, better numerical stability, 
and the existence of the associated goodness-of-fit test statistic (2.14). 
For the special case of a linear model with normal assumptions on and e^, 
this procedure iterated to convergence does not reduce to the maximum likelihood 
estimator. However, for such a linear model, the resulting estimator is consistent and 
fairly efficient, although it is not the most efficient. The general difficulty dealing with 
the likelihood based on a nonlinear function of a random factor and the relatively 
simple form of the approximate conditional likelihood make this approach appealing 
for the additive nonlinear factor analysis model. 
2.4 Asymptotic properties 
In this section, some theoretical properties of the estimators and the test proce­
dure developed in the previous section are derived. As in similar nonlinear problems, 
we need to consider the so-called small—cr asymptotics where the error variances tend 
to zero and the sample size n tends to infinity simultaneously. Such an asymptotic 
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theory was used and shown to produce insightful results, e.g., by Amemiya (1985b, 
1990), Stefanski and Carroll (1985), and Amemiya and Fuller (1988). It can be shown 
that the asymptotic propei'ties of and defined in (2.12), (2.13) and 
(2.14) are identical (up to the order of approximation here) for any finite i > 1. Thus, 
we consider only B^^), and and denote them for simplicity by B, and 
T. The properties of initial estimators B^®) and -0^^^ in (2.10) and (2.11) are also 
considered. For simplicity, we denote B = B^®) and ^ 
To introduce required assumptions, we need some notation. Although various 
norms of a finite dimensional matrix are equivalent, we use the total norm || A || = 
matrix A with elements a^j. Previously, we introduced G(f) as 
the q X k mati'ix of the first derivatives of g(f) with respect to the elements of f, 
and H(f) as the q X k'^ matrix of the second derivatives of g(f) with respect to the 
elements of f. We also define K(f) to be the q x k^ matrix of the third derivatives 
of g(f) with respect to the elements of f in the form 
( 5^(f) 
K(f) = 
5h^,(f) 
(2.15) 
where f = (J^,/2,...,/j^)', and h^(f) is defined in (2.7). To simplify our presentation, 
we behave as if the exact Taylor expansion of a multivariate function with a single 
intermediate value in the final term exists. Such a notational convention does not 
cause any problem, since the final term in the expansion is always used only for 
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evaluating the order of approximation. Using this convention, we will be using Taylor 
expansions of the form 
g(Xi) = g(fi) + G(f()U( + iH(f()vec (uiu() +iK(fj')(Uj ®vec (ujuj)), 
m = g(X()-G(X,)u( + iH(Xi)vec(utu5)-iK(X|')(u(®vec(u,u;)). 
G(X() = G(f,) + H(fi)(Ii.8U() + iK(ff)(Ii.®vec(uiu;)), 
G(fi) = G(Xi)-H(X,)(Ii.®u,) + iK(Xi'')(Ii.®vec(uiu;)). 
To specify the setup for the small-cr asymptotics with the error terms tending to 
zero, write 
4 = (e/'  u/) '  = aef = a (e/,  
f)/ 
where cr approaches zero and is a regular random vector. Throughout our theoret­
ical development, we assume the following regularity assumptions on the distribution 
of the factor and errors and on the smoothness of the nonlinear function g. 
(  )  All and are mutually independent, and (e® ,f^), t  = 1,2, ...,n, 
are identically distributed with E{e^} = 0, E{f^} = /A, V{e®} = '3?® = 
block diag (^Oe , ^2u), V{fi} = E{|| ||4j < 
E{|| < GO, where is diagonal, and ^ positive definite. 
( ) The function g has continuous third partial derivatives and the third derivative 
matrix K defined in (2.15) satisfies the global Lipschitz condition that for any 
A; X 1 and X2 
II K(XI)-K(X2)||<M | |  XI-X2 II, 
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where M is positive, finite, and free of B and Also, E{|| g(ff) ||^}, 
E{|| G(f4) ||6}, E{|| H(fi) ll''}, and E{|| f, j"} exist, and E{|| g(X,) H"}, 
E{|| G(Xj) ||8}, and E{|| g(Xi)0(Xi)3 ||^} are bounded for all <j. 
To derive the properties of the approximate conditional likelihood estimators B and 
it is necessary to obtain asymptotic expansions of the initial estimators B and 
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 give such expansions. The asymptotics is taken as 
n —> oo and cr —> 0 simultaneously. 
Theorem 1. Let {a) and (6) hold. Assume also that 
(c) E{u^ I X^} = J(X^)(^Q, where = Op{a^), and E || J(X^) ||'^ is bounded for 
all cr, 
( d )  E{g(f^)g'(f^)} is positive definite. 
Then, as n —)• oo and <7 —»• 0, 
vec(B — B) = -1- A2 4- Op{ma.x{n 
where 
_ 1 - o 
Ai = Op{n 2cr), A2 = Op{cr^), 
= (ii;s(X()g'(x,)®ip_J ii;(g(X()®i i=i.2. 
V t = i  / 
6it = et-BG{Xt){nt-E{ut\Xt}), 
% = ^BH(Xi)vec^uu-BG(Xi)E{u.HXi}. 
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Proof. Using (2.10), 
E g(X()g'(X<) S Ip_t, j vec (b - b) 
= ^ i;(g(Xi)®I„_t.)|e,-B(g(X,)-g(f,))] 
1 " 
" i=l 
- B (G{Xt)\it - ^ H(Xf)vec (u^uj) + iK(X*)(ui ® vec (u^uj))) 
=  + A 2  +  - +  ^  Z ] ( 2 - 1 6 )  
" t=l " t=l 
where 
2 / 
Rlfi = Y(g(Xi)0Ip_i.)BH(X()vec(ufu? 
and 
3 / 
^2tt = ® j^p-A;)BK(X^)(u^ ® vec (u^uf )). 
By expanding g, G, and K around up to the third, second, and first orders, 
respectively, and using (a), (6), and Lemmas 1-3 in the appendix, it can be shown 
that 
1 cr^ / 
- E Rlii = -r E (g(fi) ® I„_fc)BH(f()vec(u?ul' - <p2u) + Op(J). 
" t = l " t=l 
The it-th term in the right hand side has zero expectation and finite variance by (a) 
and (6). Thus, by Lemma 2, 
\ H '^Ut = Op(max{n~2cr2,o-3}). (2.17) 
"i=l 
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By (a)-(c) and Lemmas 1 and 3, 
i  i: R2« = Opl<rh (2.18) 
^ t = l  
Since, A2 has zero expectation, we have from Lemma 2 that 
Ai = Op{n (2.19) 
It follows from (a)-(c) and Lemma 1 that 
A2 = Opia'^). (2.20) 
It can be shown from {d) that {n~^ Ylf—i — Op{l). Hence the 
result follows from (2.16)-(2.20). • 
__1 
Corollary 1. Let {a)-{d) hold. If a — o{n 2), then as n —> oo and a ^  0, 
r22o--^vec(B - B) ^ N(0, 
where 
n = E{g(f,)g'(fj)}®ip_t.,  
r = lim E{g(Xi)g'(Xi)®(®ee + BG(Xt)V{u( lXt}G'(Xi)B')}. 
Proof. Note that 
E{(g(X()®Ip_j.)«i,)=E{E{(g(X()0Ip_;i)«li |X,}} = 0, (2.21) 
and 
V{(g(Xi) 01j,_j.)«li} = E{V((g(X<) ®Ip_i.)ii( I X()) = r. (2.22) 
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Considering a triangular array defined by n and cr, applying the standard central 
limit theorem for such an array, and using (2.21) and (2.22), we obtain the result. • 
-} 
Note that the condition a = o{n 5) was needed in Corollary 1 for the initial 
estimator B centered around B to have a limiting normal distribution. This condi-
l  
tion requires that the error variances tend to zero faster than tends to infinity, 
and means in practice that the error variances need to be small. This is needed 
because of A2 in the expansion of B given in Theorem 1. The term A2 repre­
sents an approximate conditional bias of B given the X^'s, and consists of two parts: 
the second derivative approximation to the bias due to the nonlinearity of g, and 
the contribution of E{u^ | X^} not being zero. We will show that for the approx­
imate conditional likelihood estimator B the approximate bias terms due to these 
two sources are "smaller", and that the limiting normality can be obtained under a 
weaker assumption. 
An asymptotic expansion of the initial estimator ip is given in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let (a) — { d )  hold. Assume also that 
(e) E{ BG(f^) (g) BG(f^)L|^| } is of full column rank. 
Then, as n —> 00 and cr —>• 0, 
1 2 n 
^ = (C'C) C'— £ (77J - £{77? 1 f^}) -1- Op(max{n~^a"^, cr^}) 
" t=l 
= Op(max{n 5^(7^, cr^}), 
where 
77? = vechvj'vf. 
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V? = e? - B G (f,)uO, 
C = K+ , 
p—k 
n 
n t=l 
Proof. Using (2.11), — •0 can be written as 
^ = (c'C^ ^ C' ^vech m — , 
where 
A = ^ E (Yf - Bg(X,)) (Y( - Bg(X,))', 
t=l 
C = K+ , 
p-k h-t' Z i: (BG(X,)®BG(X,))L, f=l 
Using the second order Taylor expansion of G(X^) around f^, Theorem 1, and Lem­
mas 2 and 3, it can be shown that 
1 
C = C + Op(max{7? 2(7,(7"}). (2.23) 
Since V* = Olc*"")? 
X o A 
vech m — = vecm — Cip + Op{max{n ^cr ,  cr }).  
Using the second order Taylor expansion of g around f^, 
= ^ E vjv?' + ^  E BG(f4)vec' (u?u?')H'(f,)B' 
(2.24) 
m 
2n 
" t=l t=l 
(u?u?')H'(f,)B 
t  = l 
„ n 
-- E v?i:'(ft)(B - B)' 
^ t = l  
2 n 
(2.25) 
E (v?u?'G'(f() - iBH(f()vec (u?uf )g'(f,)) (B - B)' 
" i=l^ ^ 
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" t = l 
+^(B - B) f; g(tt)u?'G'(f,)(B - B)' 
"  t = l  
+Op(cr^), 
where (a)-(d}, Lemma 1-3, and the proof of Theorem 1 were used to obtain the order 
oi the remainder terms. The second-seventh terms in (2.25) can be shown to be of 
_ 1  1  1  
Op(a^), Op(n ^cr^), Op(mcix{n~^(T^,n Op(max{n 
1 3 1 
Op(max{?2~^(7-',72 2cr'^,cr'^}), and Op(max{n 2<7^respectively. 
Hence, using (2.23), (2.24) is 
2 n 
vech rifi - CV' = — £ [vt- I f^}) + Op{max{n~^a'^,a^}), (2.26) 
" t=l 
where 
r/t = vechvfvf' 
= K+_1. [(lp_t., -BG(fi)) 8 -BG(f,))] vec 
Efl? I ft} = [{lp_i., -BG(f,)) ® (lp_4, -BG(fi))] vec 
= ci}. 
Also, the i-th term in (2.26) has zero mean and finite variance by ( a )  and ( b ) ,  and 
thus (2.26) isofOp(n~5<72). By (e), i E^Li (BG(ft) ® BG(fi))L^,) con­
verges to a matrix of full column rank with probability 1. Thus the result follows 
from (2.23) and (2.26). • 
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Corollary 2. In addition to (a)-(e), assume that a = o{n 2).  Then, as tz —> oo 
and <T —)• 0, 
n2<T-2(^ - •0) ^ N(0,(c'c)~lc'r?c(c'c)~l), 
where 
° = K+ j.(L j,,E{BG(fi)0BG(f,)}Lt), p-k V p 
(2 = V{,?-E{q? |f(}} 
- K+_iE{ [(lp_j,, -BG(f,)) ® -BG(f())] Kp_j,V{vech £?£?'} 
K p—k (lp_«„ -BG(f,))' 0 (lp_4, -BG(fi))' 
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 2 and the standard central limit theorem 
because 
VW? - E{.,? I f,)) = EfVW-EW^faiff}} 0 r.f„0 
n, 
and C —> C, a.s. • 
Since ijj itself is of 0{a^), we showed the consistency of -0 in the sense that 
9 - p ^ ^ 
a — ij}) Q. The bias term in the expansion of rjj given in Theorem 2 is of 
Op{cr )i and the condition a — o{n 5) is needed in the limiting normality result in 
Corollary 2. By examining the leading term in Theorem 2 and the limiting covariance 
matrix form in corollary 2, we see that xjj is approximately the ordinary least squares 
estimator when the error covariance matrix is not a multiple of the identity but is 
approximately f2. 
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The terms involving n"~^m22; in the one step approximate conditional likelihood 
estimators B and are included as a small order adjustment to guarantee numerical 
stability of the inverse matrices. The effect of such terms are of Op(n"~^), and can 
be made smaller by choosing alternative finite sample adjustments. Thus, in the 
following asymptotic derivations, such terms are ignored. Since tends to zero at 
rate cr^, it is convenient to introduce another notation 
•pO —'21^ 
= + + ^ ®2u) G'(X()B' 
Theorem 3. Let (a) — (e) hold. Assume also that 
(/) E{g(f^)g'(f^) 0 } is positive definite, where 
Then, as n —> oo and cr —> 0, 
vec(B — B) = A]^ + A2 + (9p(max{n~^(j, n 
where 
ki = Op(7?~5o-), A2 = 0/3(0-^), 
\"i=l / "i=l 
h t  =  h t  =  e t - B G { X t ) { u t - E { u t \ X t } ) ,  
% = B G { X t )  ^uu$* \ x t - f i ) - E { u t \ X t }  
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Proof. From (2.12), vec — b) can be written as 
vec( B - B ) =  I E  ( W , W ; ® F ? ,  
if (w,8f?i ^)(Y,-BWi) (2.27) 
wliere 
4 = <eL + BG(X()(»?,„-»r2#S„mxJ;®Su)G'(X,)B', ifrO ifrO 2,ff0 ^ — 1 ,f«0 
Wi = g(X4) + :^H(X,)vec®2»-'^^G(X()®!!„mxi(X(-X) T,0 _-l 
Using Theorem 2, — $* ^ 
shown that 
Op{n 2), and X. — fi = Op{n 2^), it can be 
Wf = g(X^) + R.Si/ + R4J(^ 
where the remainder terms have the form 
iH(X()vec*2„ - G(X()®!!u$* 
^4U ~ 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
In (2.28), (2.29), ^-3^^ and have finite second moments, and R® is of 
Op(max{n ?cr^,o-^}). In (2.27), 
i E (w( ® f(Y, - BW,) = i f; ( g ( X t )  ® fj (y, - BW,) 
+ I E ((Rsii + R4i() ® f?r') (Yi - BWi) . (2.30) 
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By Lemma 5, the second term in (2.30) has the norm bounded by 
{p -  k) II II i E II R3<4 + R4(i IIII Y( - BW( II 
^ t = l  
which is of Op{a^) by (2.28), (2.29), and || Yf - BW^ ||2 = Op{a^). The first term 
in (2.30) is equal to 
n / 
n 
( g ( X i ) ® f f ,  ' )  e ? - B G ( X , ) u ( 0  +  a B G ( X , ) ® U u $ »  
t=l ^ 
2 n 
fiO 
+ - E  8 ( X ( ) ® f ' „  
t=l \ 
+4 E 
^BH(X()vec (u?u? - ®Su) iO (2.31) 
n t=l 
n 
^jBK(X|)(u? ® vec (ui'uj' )) + BR4t( ,o,.o' 
1 
of which the third term is Op(max{n ^cr'^, cr^}) by (a) and (6), Theorem 2, Lemmas 
3 and 5. 
• 1  1-1 In the second term of (2.31), we first replace with using the Taylor 
expansion of f with respect to 6^ = ( vec'B, , vech^ ^ ^he true J.O' 
parameter vector O' = ^vec^B, , vech' Since F^^ is a polynomial in 0, 
and since F®^ exists with probability 1, the derivatives of any order of F^^j with 
respect to 6 exist with probability 1. Writing in the form 
1-1 
tt  -rii =-E Er 
n 
tt tt  
i=l \t=l 
where r is the dimension of 6 and noting that the first derivative of F®^ is a product 
of a quadratic function of G(X^) and a function of 0, we obtain from Lemma 5 that 
•pO ^ -p 
^tt ~ 
J-1 
tt  = (9p(max{n ^,cr}). (2.32) 
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Hence, the second term in (2.31) is 
fg(Xi)s4"^) [iBH(X()vec(u?u?'-«2u)]+Op(max{n~2o-2,,T3}). 
" t=l V / I-" 
(2.33) 
The next step is to replace with in (2.33) where + 
BGCXa^HuG'lXjjB'. This can be done with error of Op(cr'^) using the Taylor 
expansion of around (j = 0. Now, in the same term can be replaced by 
^vv« ^vvtt ^ '^'ee + BG(fi)«'8uG^(fi)B' with error of Op{a^), using the 
expansion of Syyif around Xf = and using Lemma 5. Finally, replacing g(X^) 
and H(X^), with g{ft) and H(f^), respectively, and using (2.33), Lemmas 3 and 5, 
we can show that the leading term in (2.33) is 
2 n 
^ E (g(t()®S;,i() (iBH(f()vec(u?u?' -flig,,)] +0p(<t3) l-OXXrf.N„„„r„0„0' ,T.O 
-1 0 Q 
= (9p(max{7r 5cr",(T }). 
The first term in (2.31) can be written 
i E fg(X() 0 r?,"M [e( - BG(X()(U( - E{u, | X,))l 
" t = l ^ / 
t t  j  - B G i X t ) E { u t  \ X t }  +  B G { X i ) ^ n n ^ *  -  t ^ )  (g(Xi)0rl 
" t=l ^ 
+ i E (g(X() 0 (f?r' - r?r')) - BG(Xt)(u, - E{u, I X,))] (2.34) 
^t = l \  '  
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+ (i:(x<)®(f?, '-4 
-BG(X,)E{U( |Xi}+BG(Xi)®uu»*~'(X,-M) , 
where the last term is Op(max{n by (a), (6), (c), Lemma 5, and (2.32). 
Applying the Taylor expansion of f around 0  up to the terms of order two, and 
__1 
using Lemmas 1, 2, and 5, (c), and the fact that \ \ 6  —  6  ||= Op(max{n ^,<7}), the 
-1 A 9 third term in (2.34) is Op(max{n <T, n 2cr"}). It follows from (a), (6), (c), Lemmas 
_1 
1, 2, 5 that the first two terms in (2.34) are Op(n ^cr) and Op(cr"), respectively. By 
a similar argument it can be shown that 
+Op(max{n 2,o-}), 
with the leading term converging to a positive definite matrix with probability 1 by 
(/). Thus, the result follows. • 
The following corollary shows the asymptotic normality of the approximate con­
ditional likelihood estimator B of B. 
Corollary 3. Let (a)-(/) hold. Assume either 
_1 
a = o{n 5), (2.35) 
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or, for some a > 2 
1 
a = o{n 
(2.36) 
E{nt I Xt} -  (X^ - /i) = J*(Xf)eo, 
where = Op{cr^), and E{|| J(Xf )* ||^} is bounded for all cr. Then, as n oo and 
cr —> 0, 
n2cr~"^vec(B — B) ^ N ^0, S@~^^ , 
where 
0 = E{g(f,)g'(f()®ff,"^}, 
s = JmjE{g(Xt)g'(X, )®r ?("'[®°e + BG(X;)V{i4'|X(}G'(X()B']4"''). 
Proof. Given X^, [e^ — BG(X^)(u^ — E{u^ | X^})] has the conditional mean zero 
and the conditional variance matrix [^ee + BG(X^)V{u^ | }G'(X^)B'] . Thus, 
1 , 
in the expansion ol B given in Theorem 3, n^a Aj has the limiting distribution 
1 , . 
given in this corollary. Under either (2.35) or (2.36), ri^a A2 = op(l), and the 
remaining term in Theorem 3 tends to zero. • 
Comparing the expansions of the initial estimator B in Theorem 1 and of the 
approximate conditional likelihood estimator B in Theorem 3, we see that both esti­
mators are consistent for B as long as cr —> 0, and that the two leading terms of the 
two estimators have the same orders. It is insightful to compare the corresponding 
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leading terms. The first terms A]^ and are both Op{n 2cr) and converge to 
normal random vectors. Both Aj and Aj have the form of a least squares estimator 
obtained from regressing the error 5]^ = Si on g(X^), where Aj^ is unweighted and 
A]^ is weighted by If the conditional distribution of given is approxi­
mately normal, then is the best weight. Otherwise, the acciu-acy of as an 
approximation to the best weight depends on the magnitude and type of departure 
of the conditional distribution of from normality. A more significant difference 
between B and B can be seen by comparing A2 and A2. As noted earlier, A2 in 
the initial estimator B represents the approximate bias consisting of two parts. The 
first part, associated with the second derivative approximation to the bias due to the 
nonlinearity of g, does not exist in A2, i.e., in the approximate conditional likelihood 
estimator B, because of the second order bias adjustment inherent in B. The second 
part of the initial estimator bias A2 is due to the departure of E{u^ | X^} from zero. 
This effect is lessened in the approximate conditional likelihood estimator B in the 
sense that A2 is due to the departure of E{u/ | X/} from the normal case conditional 
mean ^uu^*'~^(X^ —/*)• Thus, the approximate conditional likelihood estimator B 
is nearly unbiased up to 0{a^) if the conditional distribution of is approximately 
normal given X^. Hence, in practice, we can make B nearly unbiased by choos­
ing the X-variables corresponding to the undei'lying factors in the errors-in-variables 
parameterization which are approximately normal possibly after transformations. 
Another related important property of B is the required condition in Corollary 3. 
Recall that for the initial estimator B to have a limiting normal distribution, the 
_1 
error variances need to be small in the sense of a = o{n 2). In Corollary 3 for the 
approximate conditional likelihood estimator B, such a condition (2.35) is sufficient, 
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but can be weakened substantially depending on the difference between the true 
E{u^ I X^} and the normal case conditional expectation as in (2.36). Note that 
under our assumption each term in the difference is already Op{cr^). For example, if 
_ 1 
the diiference is Op(cr'*), then we only need a = o{n ^) and the error variances need 
not be very small in practice to use the asymptotic inferences about B based on the 
Corollary 3 result. In the extreme case where the conditional distribution of given 
X.f is in fact normal, the conditional equation in (2.36) holds for any large a > 0 and 
the assumption for a becomes a = o(l). This means in practice that by choosing 
nearly normal X-variables, possibly with transformation, the bias in the approximate 
conditional likelihood estimator B is very small and the asymptotic inferences based 
on the limiting normal distribution of Corollary 3 can be useful for moderate, but 
not large, error variances, provided n is large. 
Recall that Theorem 3 and Corollary 3 apply also to the approximate conditional 
likelihood estimator B obtained by a finite number of iterations. To obtain asymp­
totic inferences for B from B, we need to estimate the limiting covariance matrix. 
Without any distributional assumption beyond the conditions of Corollary 3, we can 
use a large sample approximate variance estimator of B given by 
V{vecB} = 0 ^30 \ 
where 
s = 4,f;(Wi8r^l)(Y,-BWi)(Yi-BWi)'(Wj0f,7l), 
t  = l 
^t=l 
and and Tf-f are and in (2.12) evaluated at the final B and '0. 
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It can be shown that 
nc-^vlvec B} ^  
If, in fact, the data indicate approximate normalitj' of by a proper choice of X^, 
an alternative estimator of V{vec B} is n~^0. If the procedm-es are iterated more 
than once, the estimated variance expressions are evaluated at the final values. 
The next theorem gives the expansion of the approximate conditional likelihood 
estimator 
Theorem 4. Let («)-(/) hold. Then, as n ^  oo and (7-^0, 
V, - V = (c'v°"'c)-lc'v''"' — E (»)? - I ft)) 
" t = l 
1 9 q 
+Op(max{77 cr",cr }) 
-} •> 3 
= Op(max{7?. }), 
where 
and 77^, C, and are defined in Theorems 2 and 3. 
Proof. Using (2.13), the difference •ij} — xj} \s 
^ - V = (C'V-lc)~lc'V-l(vech rh - C^'), (2.37) 
where 
A = ^ E [(Y( - BW()(Y,, - BW()' + Ai] , 
^ t = l  
C = K+ , 
p—k h-k' ^  T. (BG(X() 0 BG(Xi))Lj 
•t = l 
(2.38) 
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^ ^ t=l ^ 
4 = ®2e + BG(X,)(®8„-#g^mx],®?„)G'(X4)B', 
= Ai^ + A2i, 
Ai, = <T%G(Xi)$g„mj5;#2uG'(X()B', 
ht = 'r^(g'(Xi)®Ij,_,,)^f;g(X5)g'(Xs)®r»7'j (g(X()0Ij,_j,), 
and is defined in (2.27). By (a), (6), Theorems 2 and 3, and Lemma 1, 
T E Ai( = Op(<yh (2.39) 
" t=l 
Since by (/) and the proof of Theorem 3 
g(Xi)g'(X,) ® 4"'j = Op(n-l), 
we have 
- I] ^ 2^ = Op{n~^a^). (2.40) 
Also, by (a), (6), and Theorems 2 and 3, 
i E (Yi - BWf)(Y( - BW()' = ^ f; v?v,0' + Op(max{n-la2,<.3})_ (2.41, 
(=1 " i=l 
where = e.^ — BG(f^)u®. Combining (2.39), (2.40), and (2.41), 
ih = — ^ + Op{mdiyi{n~^a^,a^)). (2.42) 
"• t=\ 
It follows from (a), (6), Theorems 2 and 3, and Lemma 2 that 
^ E (f?( ® f?,) = i E + Op(^2). 
" <=1 " i = l 
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where 
= ®?e + BG(Xi)®g„G'(Xi)B'. 
^ f j a ^ • 1 Using the Taylor expansion of with respect to 0 = I vec B, i/> , vech 
-1 
around 9 ,  and using 6  —  9  =  Op(max{n 2,cr}), we can replace in (2-43) by 
with error of Op(max{n Further, we can replace G(X^) by G(ff), 
i.e., by with error of Op{a ) .  Thus, 
Th ^ 
= ^Kp-fcE(sSvii®sSvii)Kj_i. + 0p(max{n-2,»}) 
••n -1 
= + Op(max{??, -,(7}). (2.43) 
By (e), (2.43), and the fact that 
- .. _1 o 
C = C + Op(max{n 2cr, cr"}), (2.44) 
we have 
(C'V-IC)-IC'V-I = (C'V^ ^C)-1C'V0 V0p(max{n i,o-}). (2.45) 
Also, by (2.42), and (2.44), 
9 77 f 
vech m — CV = vech — V/v? — + (C — C)^'+ Op(max{ri~^cr2,cr'^}) 
"• t=l 
2 n 
= — £ W - E{»/? I ff}) + Op(max{n~V2,o-'^}). (2.46) 
" i=\ 
The result follows from (2.37), (2.45), and (2.46). • 
The following corollary gives the asymptotic distribution of -0. 
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__1 
Corollary 4. Let (a)-(/) hold. Assume also that a = o(n 2). Then, 
- -0) ^ N(o, C(C'V®~^ C)~^), 
where 
v° = 2K+_^,E{sO„i ® 
and C, Q are defined in Corollary 2. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Corollary 2. • 
The expansions of the initial estimator rj} in Theorem 2 and of the approximate 
conditional likelihood estimator '0 in Theorem 4 are similar. The difference is that 
the leading term of rj} has the form of an ordinary least squares estimator while that 
of -0 has the form of a generalized least squares with the weight corresponding to the 
normality of e^. Thus, may not provide an improvement over rp in terms of bias, 
but it should have smaller variability especially if the distribution of the error does 
not depart largely from normality. By Corollaries 2 and 4, we see that the limiting 
normality of both and ip centered around t/? requires the condition cr = o(n 2), 
i.e., small error variances. For the approximate conditional likelihood estimator •0, an 
estimator of the large sample covariance matrix without any additional distributional 
assumption is 
1  1 1 1  
V{i^} = (C^V~ C(C^V~ C)-^ (2.47) 
where 
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« = (2-18) 
t=l 
at = vech (v^vj + ' 
Vi = Y t - B W t ,  
^vvtt = ^ee + BG(Xi)^uuG'(Xi)B', 
C is defined in (2.38), is A^'^ in (2.13) evaluated at B and -0, and T^-f. 
A  1 )  .  A  A  
are and in (2.12) evaluated at B and If the normally of the error 
A  J  —  1  A  1  
is reasonable, we can use (C V C) ^. As in the estimated approximate covariance 
matrix of B, all expressions should be evaluated at the final values of the iteration. 
A test statistic was proposed for the model fit in the previous section. Now, 
we show that under the correct model specification this test statistic converges in 
distribution to a chi-square random variable. 
_1 
Theorem 5. Let { a ) - ( f )  hold. Assume also that a = o{n 2), and that 
e-i ~ N(0,^). 
Then, 
m L 2 
where d  =  { p  —  k ) { p  —  k  l ) f 2  —  p .  
Proof. We write the test statistic in (2.14) as 
T = (vech m — C^)'V'~^(vech m — Cip). 
By Theorem 4, (2.44), and (2.46), 
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vech m — = vech rh — Cij} + C(^ — •^) 
I - C(C'VO~^C)~IC'VO~^ 
_2 n 
^ ^ ,0 TTf^O  I f^}) + Op(max{« ^0-2, cr^}) 
Thus, 
where 
t==l 
_1 I 
T = q^Wnqn + Op(max{n 5,n!?cr}), 
q?z = n i? ^ (»7? - E{»7? | f^}) 
t=l 
Wn = - vO~^c(c'vO~^c)-ic'vO~V 
The result follows, since under the noi'mality of e^, 
qn^N(0,vO), 
and since 
^c(c'vO ^c)-ic'v°. 
• 
The pi'ocedure for testing the fit of the model is to reject the model when f is 
larger than an upper percentage point of the chi-square distribution with d degrees 
of freedom. Recall that d was assumed to be non-negative in Section 2.2. It was 
assumed in Theorem 5 that €f ~ N(0, ^). Based on a similarity to the so-called 
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asymptotic robustness study for the Hnear model, it might be conjectured that the 
limiting chi-square result for T holds under weaker assumptions. See, e.g., Amemiya 
and Anderson (1990). It is possible to use a distribution free type weight matrix 
of the form fi in (2.48) for both estimation of tj} and testing the fit. But, some 
studies for the linear model showed that the resulting estimator and test statistic 
are extremely variable and unstable even in fairly large samples. For the nonlinear 
model we expect such a variability problem to be even more severe. This is why we 
recommend ^ as an estimator of t}) with the distribution free variance estimate (2.47) 
and f as some measure of model fit even if the distribution of the errors may depart 
from normality to some extent. In a sense, T tests the model fit and the approximate 
normality of the error simultaneously. 
2.5 Monte-Carlo simulation 
To study finite-sample properties of the estimators, we consider the following 
polynomial model for five observed variables. For t=l,2,...,n, let 
^'it  = % + +/^2?:/u + %i/2f+%/2i +/^5z/u/2f + 
—  f j t  +  
where i  =  1,2,3, and j  =  1,2. The parameter values considered for the coeflicients 
are 
5 4 12 4 -.3 -2 ^ 
5 1 2 2 2 -1 
10 15 0 -3 4 2 
B = (%) = 
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We set 
^ fit  ^ 
f2t j 
N{ 
/ 
V ^ /  
2 0.8 
0.8 2 
) ,  
and 
/ N 
\ U i  /  
-^(0 1 ^'®'S(^eell'^ee22'^eeSS'^uull''/'uu22))' 
To study the effect of the error variance size relative to the total variance, we con­
sidered two sets of the error variances. We set 
^eeii ~ ^ = li2,3, 
' 'Kmjj -  ^ j 
and considered two cases 6 = 0.1 and S = 0.2 corresponding to the cases with 
error variances 10% and 20% of the total variances. For the sample size, three 
choices n — 100,300, and 500 were considered. For each of the six combinations of 
6 and n, 1000 Monte Carlo samples were generated. From each sample, the ordi­
nary least squares (OLS) estimate B of B in (2.10), and the initial estimate of 
V* = (V'eelb^ee22'^ee33'''/'uulb^uu22/ (2-11) were obtained. Then, starting 
with these initial estimates, the process consisting of (2.12) and (2.13) was iterated 
five times to obtain the approximate conditional likelihood (ACL) estimates B and 
of B, and '0, respectively. 
The results for some selected parameters are summarized in Tables 2.1-2.6 and 
some of the boxplots of the empirical distributions are given in Figures 2.1-2.24. In 
the boxplots, whiskers are drawn to the nearest value not beyond 1.5 x {inter — 
quartile range) from the quartiles. For the ACL estimates six negative and six 
positive outlying values in Figure 2.4, and eleven positive and three negative outlying 
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values in Figure 2.10 were deleted so that the boxplots are reasonably informative. 
Such values were somewhat away from the remaining values, but were not extreme 
outliers. The initial estimate of ij) is listed under the "OLS" column in the tables. 
In the tables MSE and RB stand for the mean squared error and the relative bias 
(bias / true value), respectively, and the relative efficiency is the ratio of MSE's. For 
estimating B, the OLS estimator ignoring error in Xj-f. is not recommended due to 
the large bias which does not decrease with sample size. The relative bias of the OLS 
estimator is approximately 25% and 50% depending on ^ = 0.1 and S — 0.2. The OLS 
estimator takes values on one side of the true value in over 75 — 90% of 1000 samples. 
On the other hand, the ACL estimator of B is nearly median unbiased for every 
case, and seems nearly expectation unbiased for all cases except for I3^i with n = 100 
and 6 = 0.2. This difference in bias between the two estimators corresponds to the 
asymptotic theory results in the previous section. The stability of ACL estimator of 
B increases as the sample size increases or as the error variance decreases. But, the 
ACL estimator tends to take some outlying values possibly due to the numerically 
unstable inversion of near singular matrices. In fact, for small n and large 6 cases 
(especially the case with n = 100 and 6 = 0.2), the moments of ACL estimator may 
not exist, making the simulated MSE and RB difficult to interpret. However, the 
boxplots in Figures 2.1-2.12 indicate that the values of the ACL estimator are well 
concentrated and nearly symmetric around the true value. Thus, the ACL estimator 
can be useful for inference possibly except for the cases with small sample size and 
large error variances where some consideration for outliers may be necessary. Further 
finite sample adjustment to the ACL estimator may possibly reduce the unstability 
of the ACL estimator when either sample size is small or the error variances are large. 
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The relative biases of the initial and ACL estimators of error variances are quite 
small, matching the asymptotic theory. They both seem to be median unbiased. 
However, as supported by the theory, the ACL estimator has much smaller variance 
than the initial estimator. The initial estimator also has many more outlying values, 
especially when the error variances are large and the sample size is small. 
An overall examination of these tables and figures shows that the ACL procedure 
produces estimators with reasonable properties in most cases and can be useful in 
practice. The ACL approach certainly produces a promising model fitting procedure 
for nonlinear factor analysis. Further research for improvement, especially addressing 
the large error and small sample size cases, is encouraged. 
Table 2.1: Simulation results for n = 100, ^ = 0.1 
OLS ACL Relative efficiency 
Parameter MSE RB MSE RB of ACL 
^01 4.408 0.268 2.594 0.015 1.700 
^21 1.146 -0.231 0.447 -0.001 2.561 
^51 0.822 -0.239 0.921 0.002 0.893 
^eell 453.935 -0.006 372.015 -0.042 1.220 
^uull 0.010 0.012 0.005 -0.111 2.048 
•^uu22 0.012 -0.038 0.005 -0.119 2.135 
Table 2.2: Simulation results for n = .300, 6 = 0.1 
OLS ACL Relative efficiency 
Parameter MSE RB MSE RB of ACL 
(^01 2.747 0.276 0.791 0.021 3.472 
hi 0.982 -0.2.36 0.111 -0.006 8.834 
0.437 -0.246 0.2.36 -0.000 1.851 
'^eell 211.826 0.060 126.501 -0.017 1.675 
'/'uull 0.004 0.120 0.002 -0.086 2.570 
'/'uu22 0.005 -0.006 0.002 -0.082 3.262 
Table 2.3: Simulation results for n = 500, 5 = 0.1 
OLS ACL Relative efficiency 
Parameter MSE RB MSE RB of ACL 
/^Ol 2..368 0.270 0.498 0.011 4.756 
^21 0.928 -0.2.34 0.068 -0.001 13.705 
hi 0.349 -0.245 0.138 0.008 2.531 
'^eell 133.361 0.072 73.366 -0.012 1.818 
^Vll 0.003 0.133 0.001 -0.083 2.755 
^ini22 0.003 0.010 0.001 -0.074 2.985 
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Table 2.4: Simulation results for n = 100, 6 = 0.2 
OLS ACL Relative efficiency 
Parameter MSE RB MSE RB of ACL 
^01 12.745 0.546 120.098 -0.047 0.106 
1^21 3.338 -0.426 40.366 0.063 0.083 
hi 1.609 -0.435 206.235 0.401 0.008 
^eell 4340.160 0.092 2058.260 -0.007 2.109 
0.080 0.008 0.040 -0.250 2.029 
^v.u22 0.110 -0.015 0.040 -0.243 2.973 
Table 2.5: Simulation results for n = 300, 5 = 0.2 
OLS ACL Relative efficiency 
Parameter MSE RB MSE RB of ACL 
^01 9.421 0.557 4.690 0.058 2.009 
/^21 3.094 -0.430 2.146 -0.002 1.441 
^51 1.056 -0.440 5.143 0.010 0.205 
'^eell 1502.670 0.150 704.160 0.001 2.134 
^uull 0.040 0.225 0.010 -0.188 3.160 
^uu22 0.050 -0.026 0.010 -0.163 3.682 
Table 2.6: Simulation results for n = 500, 6 = 0.2 
OLS ACL Relative efficiency 
Parameter MSE RB MSE RB of ACL 
^01 8.621 0.549 1.526 0.048 5.650 
^21 3.004 -0.428 0.265 -0.014 11.336 
-^51 0.936 -0.441 0.651 0.012 11.439 
'/'eel 1 1059.510 0.174 383.664 0.003 2.762 
V'uull 0.040 0.271 0.010 -0.170 3.884 
'Ku22 0.030 -0.023 0.009 -0.150 3.654 
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Figure 2.1: Boxplots for OLS and ACL estimates of /?Q]^ (n = 100,^ = 0.1) 
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Figure 2.2: Boxplots for OLS and ACL estimates of {n = 300,^ = 0.1) 
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Figure 2.3: Boxplots for OLS and ACL estimates of /Jq j  (n = 500, ^  = 0.1) 
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Figure 2.4: Boxplots for OLS and ACL estimates of {n = 100,6 = 0.2) 
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Figure 2.5: Boxplots for OLS and ACL estimates of /3qi {n = 300,6 = 0.2) 
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Figure 2.6: Boxplots for OLS and ACL estimates of /3q j  (n = 500,6 = 0.2) 
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Figure 2.7: Boxplots for OLS and ACL estimates of ^21 = 100) <5 = 0.1) 
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Figure 2.8: Boxplots for OLS and ACL estimates of /?21 = 300,6 = 0.1) 
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Figure 2.9: Boxplots for OLS and ACL estimates of ^021 (" = 500,6 = 0.1) 
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Figure 2.10: Boxplots for OLS and ACL estimates of I32\ [n = 100,6 = 0.2) 
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Figure 2.11: Boxplots for OLS and ACL estimates of ^21 (" = 300,6 = 0.2) 
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Figure 2.12: Boxplots for OLS and ACL estimates of ^21 {" = 500,6 = 0.2) 
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Figure 2.13: Boxplots for OLS and ACL estimates of '/"eell = 100, ^  = 0.1) 
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Figure 2.14: Boxplots for OLS and ACL estimates of V'eell (" ~ 300,^ = 0.1) 
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Figure 2.15: Boxplots for OLS and ACL estimates of ^/'eell = 500,5 = 0.1) 
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Figure 2.16: Boxplots for OLS and ACL estimates of ^eell ~ 100, ^  = 0.2) 
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Figure 2.17: Boxplots for OLS and ACL estimates of ^gell ~ 300,^ = 0.2) 
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Figure 2.18: Boxplots for OLS and ACL estimates of i/'eell ~ 500,^ = 0.2) 
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Figure 2.19; Boxplots for OLS and ACL estimates of [n = 100, S = 0.1) 
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Figure 2.20: Boxplots for OLS and ACL estimates of ^uull ~ 300, ^  = 0.1) 
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Figure 2.21: Boxplots for OLS and ACL estimates of V'uull (" ~ 500,5 = 0.1) 
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Figure 2.22: Boxplots for OLS and ACL estimates of V'uull ~ 100, ^  = 0.2) 
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Figure 2.23: Boxplots for OLS and ACL estimates of '/'uull ~ 300,^ = 0.2) 
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Figure 2.24: Boxplots for OLS and ACL estimates of '/"uuH { n  =  500,6  = 0.2) 
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2.7 Appendix 
This appendix presents some lemmas which were used in Section 2.4 to develop 
the small—cr asymptotics. 
Lemma 1. Let Zf and m^ be independently and identically distributed sequences 
of random vectors, and let A(Z^) be an r x A: function of Zf with E|| A(Z^) ||-'< oo 
and m^ = 7m®, where E{|| m® < 00 for some a > 0 and 7 —»• 0. Then, 
i E A(Z,)mf = Op{^'^). 
^t = l 
Proof. By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, 
1 n 1 
E(ll - E A(Z,) mf 11} < i''[E{||A(Zi)||2}E{||m;||2°}]2, 
^t = l 
and the result follows. • 
Lemma 2. Let Z^ and be independently and identically distributed sequences of 
random vectors, and let A(Z^) be an r x function of Z^ with E{1| A(Z^) < 00 
a n d  m ^  =  7 " ^ / '  w h e r e  E { | |  m ®  <  0 0 ,  E { A ( Z ^ ) m ^ }  = 0 ,  a  >  0 ,  a n d  7  — 0 .  
Then, 
^ E A(Zi)mf = Opin'^-y^). 
Proof. The result follows, since 
1 n 2a 
V{-EA(Z, )mf}  =  3_E{A(Zi )m5°}2=0(mi«(n - l72a ) )  
^ t = l  " 
• 
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Lemma 3. Let assumptions (a) and (b) in Section 2.4 hold. In addition, assume 
E{|a(Z^)p} < oo, where a(Z^) is a scalar valued function of Z^. Then, for any X^* 
on the line segment joining and Xjj, 
i X; a ( Z t ) K ( X l ) u f  =  Op(<r°), 
"/ = 1 
where 1 < a < 11 if {Z^} and {u^} are independent, and 1 < a < 5 otherwise. 
P r o o f .  B y  ( a )  a n d  { b )  
in 1 
E(l l  -  E <'(Z()K(Xj)uf  II)  <  -  E E{|o(Z,) |  II  K(f j )  II II  U(  1^} 
( = 1  " t = l  
M _!L 
+- E E{i<.(Z()i II Ui ir+1) 
" t=l 
< +cr"+lM2, 
where 
Ml = [E{|KZ()||2}]Z [E{||K(f()||2}]3 [E(||U«||2°}]2 
M.2 = [E{||a (Zi)||}12 [e{||u , | |2("+1)}]^.  
If {Zf} and {u^j are independent, then and M2 can be replaced by 
Ml  =  [E{ | | « (Z , ) | | 2}E{ | |K( f j ) | f t ] i  E{ | | u? |n .  
M-2  =  E{ | | o (Z , ) | | }E { | |u ( | | °+ l ) .  
By assumptions, and M2 are bounded for the respective ranges of a. • 
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Lemma 4. Let A be a p x p symmetric matrix with elements a^j. Then 
(0 II A II < p (tr AA') , 
( " )  ( t rAA' )5  < I |A | | .  
Proof. Observe that 
I 
EEKi l  ^  p  
2 3 
\ \  
\ « i / 
= p ^tr AA') ^  
(trAA')i = 
\ « i / \ 2 ; 
= 11 A II . 
• 
Lemma 5. Let A be a p x p positive definite, E be a ^ x </ non-negative definite, 
and D be a p X <•/ matrix. Then, 
IKA-fDED^Ml < P l |A -M| .  
Proof. Since DED' is non-negative definite, so is A""^ — (A -|- DED')~^. Let 
B = (A + DED')~^. There exists a p x p matrix T and a diagonal matrix 
a = diag A2,Ap^ such that 
A"^ - B = T(A - Ip)T'. 
Then, 
trB^B = trT'TT'T = tr = 
^ J 
tr A~1 A~1 = tr T 'TAT 'tA  = tr CACA = tr C*'C* = E E 4j ^ 
i 3 
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where C = T'T and C* = A^CA^. Since >  l , i  =  l,2,...,p, by the non-
negative definiteness of — B, 
^ij ~ ^ij — Hj • 
Hence, by Lemma 4, 
II B li < p ^tr B'B)2' < p ^tr A~^ A~^^^ < P II | | . 
• 
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3. ON FITTING A GENERAL PARAMETRIC NONLINEAR 
FACTOR ANALYSIS MODEL 
A paper to be submitted to Statistical Science 
Ilker Yalcin and Yasuo Amemiya 
3.1 Abstract 
Structural equation modeling using latent variables or factors has been used 
widely in social and behavioral sciences, and is a useful tool for exploration and model 
fitting in multivariate analysis. The conventional models used in such analyses are 
linear in factors, addressing only the underlying linear structure of multivariate data. 
Also, the traditional model fitting procedures are based on the sample covariance or 
correlation matrix. In applications to applied sciences, such linear models can be 
unrealistic even as an approximation, and often do not fit the data well. Models 
nonlinear in factors have not been used in practice. Here, a general parametric 
nonlinear factor analysis model is considered, and its identification using the errors-
in-variables parameterization is proposed. Two procedures for fitting such a model 
to multivariate data are introduced and described. Tests for the goodness of fit of 
the model are also proposed. The procedures are studied through a simulation study. 
An example from personality testing is used to motivate and illustrate the methods. 
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3.2 Introduction 
Factor analysis and more general structural equation modeling have been popular 
statistical methods for applied sciences, especially for social and behavioral sciences. 
The models used in these analyses are linear in underlying factors or latent vari­
ables. The use of such linear models for untransformed variables can be unrealistic 
and restrictive. For example, a test with low difficulty tends to discriminate poorly 
between subjects with high ability, but to discriminate well between those with low 
ability. Thus, the relationships between the test scores and underlying factors and 
between different test scores may not be expected to be linear. Also, the scores of con­
structed scales or tests fall in certain ranges, while the underlying abilities, attitudes, 
or personaHty traits can be interpreted more naturally as unbounded and continuous 
random variables such as normal. In such a situation the relationship between the 
observed scores and underlying factors cannot be linear. A model allowing nonlinear 
structures is much more realistic, and corresponds more closely to the subject-matter 
theory. The inadequacy of the linear models is also detected in data analysis. Sim­
ple scatter plots showing possible underlying nonlinear relationships among observed 
variables indicate that the linear models may be inappropriate. Also, a linear model 
with factors suggested by the subject-matter understanding may not fit the data well, 
and a good fit may be obtained only through the use of a larger number of factors 
than suggested. Sometimes, a model with the maximum number of factors allowed 
in a linear model fails to fit the data well. These phenomena are often encountered in 
behavioral and social sciences, and suggest the possibility of nonlinear structure. An­
other need for nonlinear model consideration is the fact that applied scientists, e.g., 
psychologists, often prefer not to transform the observed scores of constructed scales. 
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When the subject-matter theory suggests nonlinear relationships, fitting such non­
linear models is much more desirable than the use of ad-hoc linear models, and may 
solve the problem associated with inadequate or uninterpretable linear models. In 
the LISREL (Linear Structural Relationship) modeling, the relationship between la­
tent variables and observed indicator variables is expressed in a measurement model. 
Measurement models are important in the social and behavioral sciences where the 
variables of interest such as attitudes, feelings, motivations, and personality are only 
indirectly measurable. Factor analysis models linear in underlying latent variables 
have been exclusively used as measurement models. However, the inadequacy of 
such linear measurement models can affect the fit of the overall system of equations, 
possibly resulting in erroneously rejecting the proposed underlying structural rela­
tionships among latent variables. A nonlinear factor analysis model may provide a 
more appropriate measurement model. In addition to these theoretical and applied 
considerations, capabilities to fit and assess models nonlinear in unobservable factors 
greatly enrich the available tools for exploring and modeling nonlinear structure of 
multivariate data. 
To illustrate the problem with linear models and the usefulness of data analysis 
using nonlinear models, a small example data set from personahty testing is used 
throughout this paper. The data set is part of a personality testing study assess­
ing the vocational interest of college students. The Self-Directed Search test was 
designed to measure six vocational personality constructs proposed by theory: inves­
tigative, artistic, realistic, social, enterprising, and conventional. Artistic people, for 
example, seek artistic environments or occupations to perform their skills, to express 
their beliefs, and therefore to satisfy their needs. Dumenci (1993) applied the test to 
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370 female and 305 male college students to explore the relationship between human 
personality and the vocational interests. Using mostly the item level analysis, he 
reports that for each gender group a linear model with six expected factors fails to 
explain the data. For our example, we use the part of the female data on items which 
were designed by the test developer to correspond to the investigative type factor. 
This factor is supposed to be measured by four constructed scales: Activities (e.g., 
fixing electrical things). Competencies (e.g., using a microscope). Occupations (e.g., 
becoming a biologist), and a Self Estimate (e.g., rating themselves on a particular 
investigative skill). We will use Z2, Z3, and Z4, respectively, to denote the four 
scales. Each scale score was obtained based on a large number of items. By design, 
these four scales are supposed to be four constructs of a common factor representing 
the investigative aspect. Thus, the subject-matter theory suggests a factor analy­
sis model with one underlying factor as a measurement model for this part of the 
data. Figure 3.1 is a scatter-plot matrix of •Z'j^-^4 which shows a reasonably strong 
relationship between every pair of the scales along with nontrivial variation in ev­
ery direction. The linear exploratory (unrestricted) factor analysis model with one 
factor fails to fit the data well. In fact, even after removing some obvious outliers, 
the likelihood ratio goodness of fit test statistic gives x" — 17.45 with 2 degrees 
of freedom {p = 0.0002), and the one factor linear measurement model is rejected. 
Although the data are not normal, this goodness of fit test is valid in large samples. 
See, Amemiya and Anderson (1990). The poor fit of the one factor linear model for 
this part of the data can be one of the possible reasons for the failure of the overall 
six factor linear model in explaining the whole data. The plot in Figure 3.1 indicates 
that the relationships among Zi-Z^ may not be linear or straight line types. We will 
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Figure 3.1: Scatter plot matrix of the four scales designed to measure the investiga­
tive type personality 
resume the analysis of this data set later in this paper to illustrate the application of 
nonlinear factor analysis. 
The literatvire on nonlinear factor analysis has been very limited. The develop­
ment was initiated by McDonald (1962). He discussed the basic notions of nonlinear 
factor analysis, and introduced a model which is nonlinear in factors but linear in 
factor loadings, e.g., a model with observed variables being polynomials in factors ex­
cept for errors. Partly due to the computational limitation at the time, his proposed 
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procedures for data analysis and model fitting were rather ad-hoc. First, a linear 
orthogonal factor model is fitted and the scatter plots of estimated factor scores are 
used to detect possible nonlinearity. If a "significant" nonlinear relationship is seen 
on the plots, the function representing the relationship is estimated. As he stated 
in his paper this procedure has some potential problems and limitations in practice. 
The estimated orthogonal factor scores are related to the true nonlinear structure 
by an unknown orthogonal transformation. A procedure to remove this indetermi­
nacy is not clearly described. Also, the number of variables need to be very large 
compared to the number of considered factors so that a linear model with a large 
number of terms possibly representing powers of underlying true factors can be fitted. 
The identification problem and the generality of the model fitting procedure are not 
discussed. An empirical application of this method is given in McDonald (1965). Mc­
Donald (1967a,1967b) focused his discussion on models which are simple polynomials 
in factors, and applied the procedure introduced in his first paper. Etezadi-Amoli and 
McDonald (1983) considered polynomial models including factor interactions (factor 
product terms) where the factor scores were treated as fixed quantities to be esti­
mated. By assuming the error vectors are independently and normally distributed, 
they proposed a procedure for estimating factor loadings and factor scores adopting 
the method introduced by McDonald (1979) for the linear model. They provided 
some identification discussion by showing that some specific nonlinear models do not 
possess rotational indeterminacy. They also presented a goodness of fit test statistic. 
Neither statistical properties of estimators nor test statistics were addressed in any 
of these papers. The polynomial factor analysis model was also treated by Mooi-
jaart and Bentler (1986). They also argued for the practical need of nonlinear factor 
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analysis. They utilized the third order sample moments to estimate the parameters. 
They showed that the model parameters cannot be identified uniquely even with the 
use of the third order moments, but went ahead to present an estimation procedure 
based on generalized least squares estimation applied to sample moments. 
Amemiya (1993a,b) introduced a parametric nonlinear factor analysis model 
which is much more general than those considered previously, and discussed the as­
sociated identification problem. He introduced a single-equation model fitting proce­
dure based on the instrumental variable approach. His estimation procedure contains 
an adjustment for parameter estimate bias due to the nonlinearity. Theoretical prop­
erties of the estimator based on small—<7 asymptotics were also presented in support 
of the procedure. This was the first model fitting procedure for nonlinear factor anal­
ysis based on more complex functions of observations than the first few moments. 
To introduce a nonlinear factor analysis model, let be a p x 1 observation for 
individuals t = 1,2, ...,n. A general parametric nonlinear factor analysis model for 
Zf can be written 
Zt = g*(ff; /3*) + t = 1,2,..., n, (3.1) 
where is a A: x 1 underlying unobservable factor vector, g* is a p—variate function 
of f* indexed by an unknown parameter vector /3*, and is a p x 1 unobservable 
error vector with mean zero. As in the linear factor analysis model, it is assumed that 
f*'s and e^'s are independent, and that the p—components of are independent. 
Thus, ^ = V{e^} is diagonal. In this way, all inter-relationships among observed 
variables are explained by the underlying common factors but not by the errors. 
Some examples of a typical component, say the z'th component, of such a function g* 
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are 
" ""'^1+,(^2-^3/1*-/'Mi)' 
g,nfi»,/3*) = 0^ + 0*ie^yi. 
^(ti,i3') = 0i+Ptfit+i^Vu + i^ifit++ fiifitf^t-
An identification problem exists for model (3.1) and is discussed in Section 3.3. 
For an identifiable version of model (3.1), two model fitting procedures are introduced 
in Sections 3.4 and 3.5, respectively. A simulation study is presented in Section 3.6. 
The example is given further consideration in Section 3.7. 
3.3 Errors-in-variables parameterization 
The linear factor analysis model 
=  / i* -A*C- ld  +  A*C- l  (Cf i*  +  d )+e^  
= fj,** + + et 
is not identified due to the possibility of a nonsingular linear transformation of factors 
ff** = Cf^* + d. Many casual uses of the factor analysis without addressing this 
indeterminacy may have contributed to some scepticism of the analysis by statisti­
cians despite its wide popularity in applied sciences. However, the errors-in-variables 
parameterization, which removes the indeterminacy by defining factors uniquely and 
clearly and which provides a natural interpretation consistent with other statistical 
models, re-established the factor analysis as a useful statistical tool for model fitting 
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and exploratory multivariate analysis. The use of this parameterization has been ad­
vocated, e.g., by Fuller (1987), and Joreskog and Sorbom (1989), and their associates. 
In addition, so-called asymptotic robustness studies, which were the first serious the­
oretical research on the statistical properties of the factor analysis method, revealed 
that the use of the errors-in-variables parameterization produces large sample robust­
ness of normality-based statistical inference procedures. See, e.g., Amemiya, Fuller, 
and Pantula (1987), Anderson and Amemiya (1988), Browne and Shapiro (1988), and 
Amemiya and Anderson (1990). In the errors-in-variables parameterization, factors 
are identified as the true values of some of the observed variables, and the remaining 
observed variables are taken as functions of these factors plus error terms. In this 
way, the meaning of the factors is clear, and an interpretation based on the regression 
with errors-in-variables is possible. Because of these reasons the errors-in-variables 
parameterization of the linear factor analysis model is currently accepted as the most 
statistically sound method. 
The nonlinear factor analysis model (3.1) has a similar identification problem. 
The ^ X 1 factor vector f* can be transformed by a one-to-one nonlinear transforma­
tion f** = h(f|';/3*), possibly depending on (3*. Then, (3.1) can be written in an 
equivalent form 
Z, = g* (h-l(ff = g'* (M) 
with f** as the factor vector. Models (3.1) and (3.2) cannot be distinguished based on 
data, and the factor vector as well as the functional relationship are nonidentifiable. 
To interpret the model and to fit it by estimating the parameters, this indeterminacy 
has to be removed. Also, because of this nonlinear indeterminacy of assuming 
a particular distributional form for f* makes very little sense. Thus, we aim to 
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develop procedures which will work reasonably well in large samples without assuming 
specific distributional forms for f* and . This approach is motivated by asymptotic 
robustness studies for the linear model. 
As in the linear model, one way to remove the indeterminacy in the nonlinear 
model is the use of the errors-in-variables parameterization. The indeterminacy can 
be removed if there exists a one-to-one nonlinear functional relationship between 
and some k components of g* in model (3.1). In such a case, the factor vector is 
identified as the "true values" measured by the k corresponding components of Zf. 
By placing, without loss of generality, such k components as the last k components, 
we write Zf = (YJ,X^)' for {p — k) X 1 and fc x 1 X^, and write (3.1) in the 
form 
Yt = g(fi;/3) + e^, 
(3.3) 
+ "i: 
where is the A; x 1 factor identified in this way, ef = (ej, u^)', g is a (p — A:)—valued 
nonlinear function of resulting from this definition of f/, and /3 is the parameter for 
such a function g. For future reference, we write= V{e^} = block diag (^ee^'^uu), 
where ^ee and ®uu are diagonal, and define xj} to be the p x 1 vector consisting 
of the diagonal elements of ^^ee and ^uu- Although the original /3* may not be 
identified, the parameter (3 is assumed to be written with no redundancy so that it 
is identified. 
As an example, for = (Zj^, Z2/,..., with 0 < < 1, consider a logistic 
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model with one underlying factor given by 
/o* f*\ 1 = 1,2, i = 1,2, ...,ra. (3.4) 
I + e\^orPiih) 
The model in the form (3.1) is not identifiable. If we set the new factor to be the 
true value of Zp^, i.e., 
1 ft = 
+ 
then the model can be written as 
1 + exp (/JJ; - 131-^01- - log (/,-l - l)^ 
+ Ht 
^pi ~ ft ^pti 
where = exp a2i = i = 1,2, ...,p- 1. By this 
transformation, the factor indeterminacy is removed from the model. Not all of the 
2p original parameters (/^OZ"^h)' ~ ••••)?, in (3-4) are identifiable, while the 
2p —2 parameters i = l,2,...,p—1, are identified. After estimating model 
(3.5), it will be possible, by assigning some arbitrarily numbers to and ^5*^, to 
estimate a possible version of the original logistic model (3.4) and the corresponding 
factor score. For example, setting (3^^ = 0 and (3^^ = 1 will identify the last model 
as a standard logistic function. 
For the general model (3.1), we only consider the models that can be transformed 
to those given in (3.3). This somewhat restricts the form of the nonlinear models that 
can be fitted and estimated. However, in searching for and finding plausible nonlinear 
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models in the exploratory data analysis, this is not a real restriction. In data analysis, 
models have to be suggested only through observed variables using, e.g., scatter 
plots, projections, and transformations. Nonlinear models in the errors-in-variables 
parameterization can be easily suggested based on observed variables through the 
measurement error regression interpretation of scatter plots. For example, it would be 
difficult to suggest, based only on observations, the model (3.4) where each observed 
variable is a logistic function of an unobservable factor. On the other hand, a simple 
scatter-plot matrix can easily suggest a model where each of p — 1 observed variables 
is a logistic function of the true value of the remaining variable. In some sense, the 
errors-in-variables parameterization focuses the model building on the relationships 
among the true values of observed variables, avoiding the difficulty of searching for an 
arbitrary defined underlying factor as well as its relationship to observed variables. 
Throughout our development, we also assume that 
2 ~ ^ { p - k ) { p - k  +  1 )  > p .  (3.6) 
This condition assumes that the dimension k of the factor vector can not be very 
large given the number of observed variables p. This condition is identical to thcit 
required for the the linear unrestricted (exploratory) factor analysis. We assume this 
condition, because the general nonlinear factor model (3.1) includes such a linear 
model as a special case, and because it plays a key role in our model fitting and 
checking procedures. There is no restriction on the dimension of the parameter 
vector /3 in g. Thus, for example, even with a small k^ a polynomial model of high 
order can be fitted and estimated with parameterization (3.3). 
As noted earlier, the scatter-plot matrix in Figure 3.1 suggests possible nonlinear 
relationships among the four scales of the investigative type. It might be suggested 
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that, except for measurement errors, Zj and Z3 are quadratic functions of Z4, and 
Z2 is either linearly or quadratically related to Z4. Thus we might consider Z4 as the 
reference variable corresponding to the underlying investigative factor in a general 
quadratic model given by 
^2ift Ht-i « = 1,2,3, (3.7) 
Z^-t ff + ^ ~ 1? 2,..., 
which is in the form of errors-in-variables parameterization (3.3). This model is 
actually fitted to the data in Section 3.7. Note that for four observed variables the 
condition (3.6) is satisfied only with Ar = 1, and that two or more factors cannot be 
fitted. Thus, no linear model fits this data set well, because as indicated in Section 3.2 
the linear model with the maximum possible number of factors provides a very poor 
fit. But, the nonlinear model (3.7) represents a more complex structure without 
increasing the number of factors. 
3.4 Extended linear maximum likelihood method 
Maximum likelihood estimation under the normality assumption is the most 
widely used method for fitting the linear factor analysis model. It is also known 
that such a method produces estimators and test statistics with good properties even 
for nonnormal data. See, e.g., Anderson and Amemiya (1988), Browne and Shapiro 
(1988), and Amemiya and Anderson (1990). The linear model, identified by the 
errors-in-variables parameterization, can be written as 
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— A + Aij- + e^, 
i = l,2,...,n, (3.8) 
= k + '^h 
where is the k x 1 factor identified as the true value of X^, the (p — ^) x 1 A 
and {p — k) X k a are unknown factor loading or relationship parameters, and the 
diagonal covariance matrix of = (e^, is No explicit form exists for the max­
imum normal (Wishart) likelihood estimator, and an iterative algorithm is needed for 
computation. An algorithm suggested by Joreskog (1967, 1969, 1977) and Pantula 
and Fuller (1986) uses the explicit expression of the estimate of the factor loading 
matrix for a given value of the error variance estimate, obtains the error variance es­
timate given the factor loadings by generalized least squares applied to a transformed 
moment matrix, and iterates these two steps. 
To simplify our notation, for a p x ^ A, define vecA to be pq x 1 vector listing 
the columns of A one over another beginning with the first column. For a, p x p 
symmetric A, let vechA be the '2~^p{p+1) x 1 vector listing the elements of A on or 
0 1 below the diagonal beginning with the first column. Let Kp be the p" x '2~ p[p+ 1) 
matrix such that vecA = KpvechA. Also, define 
K+ = (K^Kp)"^Kj„ 
SO that vechA = vecA. For a p x p diagonal A with a =diagA being the p x 1 
vector of the diagonal elements, let the p" x p matrix Lp be such that vecA = Lpa. 
The i—th step of the iterative maximum likelihood algorithm mentioned above 
for the linear model (.3.8) is as follows: 
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(LI) Given a value of the error variance estimate the updated estimate of 
the factor loading parameters and ) are given by 
a(0 = y-A(^)X, 
(3.9) 
p—K,p—k p—k,K^ 
where f^Y consists of the characteristic vectors of 1x122 
the metric corresponding to the p — k smallest roots, and 
• "ZZ =  ;AI : (Z( -Z) (ZJ -Z) ' .  (3 .10)  
^ ^ t=l 
z = = (Y''XO'-
(L2) Given values of the factor loading parameters and and the previous 
error variance estimate the updated estimate of the error variance vector 
can be obtained by applying the generalized least squares to 
7W = vechi Vi(A(-^),yl('))v;(A(^),7l('^)), 
"  /= !  
(3.11) 
that is, 
where 
C<'' = 
s(i-l)(^(i)) = -a('I') »(•-« (lp_j., . 
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Any negative element of is replaced by zero, and the remaining elements are 
re-estimated by the reduced regression. 
(L3) Update i i + 1 
The algorithm requires initial estimates of the parameters which can be obtained in 
several different ways. The algorithm iterated to convergence generally converges to 
the maximum normal likelihood estimates. See, e.g.. Fuller (1987). It can be shown 
that the estimates in (3.9) are the values of A and a that minimize 
f; (3.12) 
t=l 
where 
=  Y i - X - A X f ,  
To develop a model fitting procedure for the nonlinear model (3.3), note that 
the nonlinear model is usually considered for nonnormal data. Assuming a particular 
distributional form of the observation = (Y/,X/)' is generally too restrictive in 
terms of the corresponding possible distributions of the underlying f/ and unless 
the nonlinear function g has a simple structure. On the other hand, under some as­
sumed distributions for and e^, the distribution of is generally complicated and 
the likelihood function does not have an explicit form. Hence, we proceed without 
assuming a particular form of the distribution of the observations, i.e., the likelihood. 
Since the maximum normal likelihood estimation has good properties for the linear 
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model, and since the linear model is a special case of the nonlinear model, we attempt 
to extend the essential idea underlying the maximum likelihood algorithm mentioned 
above for the linear model, taking advantage of the specific structure of the factor 
analysis model in general. In the nonlinear model (3.3), we can obtain a reasonable 
estimator for the relationship parameter (3 given the error variance estimate, and we 
can obtain a reasonable estimator for iji given the i-elationship pai'ameter. In doing 
so, we develop a model fitting procedure which I'educes to the maximum normal like­
lihood estimation if the model happens to be linear. It is necessary to use a certain 
approximation to the nonlinear function. The linear approximation is clearly inap­
propriate, and a certain form of quadratic approximation to the nonlinear function is 
utilized. This quadratic approximation to the function g evaluated at the observed 
is given by an expansion around the underlying 
g(Xi;/3) = g(fi;/3) -1- G(fi;/3)ui |H(fi;/3)vec ®uu, (3.13) 
where 
G(f;/3) = j7g(f;/3), (3.14) 
H(f;/3) = [hi(f;;a),h2(f;/3),...,hp_i.(f;;3)]', (3.15) 
didf' = vec 
and g^ is the z—th component of g. The approximation in (3.13) is based on ignor­
ing the terms of order higher than two and on replacing with its expectation 
$uu- This type of expansion was used by Amemiya and Fuller (1988) for the bias-
adjustment in the nonlinear errors-in-variables problem. By the basic assumption of 
factor analysis, is independent of whether is treated as random or fixed. Thus, 
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given the conditional moments of the right-hand-side of (3.13) can be obtained 
easily. As yet, (3.13) is not a simple linear approximation, and makes an adjustment 
for the nonlinearity of g through the second derivative term. Using (3.13), we obtain 
Y t  -  =  e t -  -  ^H(fi;/3)vec^uu, (3.16) 
which corresponds to Vf{ x , a )  in (3.11) and (3.12) for the linear model. The S(vl) 
in (3.12) for the linear model is the covariance matrix of v^(A, A) which is free of 
and t. For the nonlinear model, the conditional covariance matrix of (3.16) given 
will depend on t, and is given by 
An extension of the linear model iterative procedure can be obtained by replacing 
v^(A, A) and S(7l) by (3.16) and (3.17). Recall that for the linear model the maxi­
mum normal likelihood estimation was recommended also for fixed or nonnormal 
and nonormal e^. See, e.g., Anderson and Amemiya (1988). In fact, the estimation 
of A and a minimizing (3.12) for a given ^ is the maximum likelihood estimators of 
A and a for the linear model with fixed and known See, e.g., Amemiya (1982). 
Also, generalized least squares applied to (3.11) makes some sense without a distribu­
tional assumption. Indeed, v/(A, a) of (3.12) is the error contrast free of f^, and does 
not depend on the distribution of f^. Thus, we expect our nonlinear extension using 
(3.16) to provide a reasonable model fitting procedure regardless of distributional 
assumptions on and possibly on e^. One difficulty for the nonlinear case is the 
dependency of (3.16) and (3.17) on ff. To carry out the approximation of this type, 
we must estimate and evaluate (3.16) and (3.17) at the estimated if during each 
iterative step. That is, unlike the linear case, the nonlinear case requires the factor 
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score estimation at each step. But, if the model happens to be linear, the second 
derivative H is 0, the first derivative G is free of f^, and the factor score estimation 
is not necessary in evaluating (.3.16) and (3.17). As in the linear case, the factor 
covariance matrix estimation is not required during the iteration. But, if desired, an 
estimate of the factor covariance matrix can be obtained easily once the estimates of 
other intrinsic parameters are obtained. 
To start the procedure iterated over estimates of , /3, and we need initial val­
ues. An initial estimate /3(®) of can be obtained by combining Amemiya's (1993a, b) 
single-equation instrumental variable estimates or by minimizing 
n  
E(Y,-g(X(i/3)]'[Yi-g(X,;^)l. (3.18) 
t=l 
An initial estimate ^(0) can be obtained by applying imweighted least squares to 
where 
That is, for the p x 1 ^(®) satisfying vec ^(0) = 
(3.19) 
where 
i—1 
We will also use as the initial value for the factor scores. 
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The z—th step of the iterative procedure consists of the following: 
(El) is obtained by 
H - -^^ + ^uu ^tt 
where 
= G(ff 
^tt ^p—k'> ^ 
(i-l) 4-1 
n + r^^zz n  
T 7 ^p—k'> t 
Yt - g(X.i;/3(^'-l)) + in vec^uu^'"^^ 
and G and H are defined in (3.14) and (3.15). 
(3.20) 
(E2) /3(^) is obtained by minimizing 
n 
X: vi(/3)S^l(/3)vi(/3), 
t= l  
where 
vt{f3) = Y^-g(Xi;;3) + iH(ffW;/3)vec^uu('"^\ 
= 
^p-k !i:ii^(^-i) 4-1 
n  
+ -^zz 
n  
(E3) is obtained by applying generalized least squares to 
7^^) = vech - Y1 Vi(^^^bv5(/3^^^)-
"•t=l 
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For the p x 1 satisfying vec 
A\' « 1 ^ f^\\-1 - fx\f ^ 
where 
^(0 = C(^) 
c"'' = K+_,{vt.ii:(6; 
®t'' = ® 
t^(^) /Q, Q(^) 
n 
V = 
^tt 
2KtfcE(^« n^ V t=l 
I 7 — p—ki 
n - 1  _ ^ A n -
n  
l) + ^mzz) lp_k,-G ri(0 
(E4) Update i = z + 1. 
It is suggested that no more than a few iterations of this procedure should be 
performed. See, e.g., Carroll and Ruppert (1988). In our experience, convergence of 
the parameter estimates and the related goodness of fit statistic (defined later) usually 
occurrs within 4-5 iterations. The minimization in (E2) is carried out by using some 
iterative procedui-e. The final step produces the extended linear maximum likelihood 
(ELM) estimates and f^. If one needs an estimate of the factor covariance 
matrix $ = then a simple unweighted estimator 
n  
" t=l 
uu uu 
can be used, where 
1 " « 
f 
t=l 
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Gt = G(fi;^), 
To guarantee the nonnegative definiteness of the modification of Amemiya (1985) 
should be incorporated. 
In step (E3), any negative element of is replaced by zero, and the remaining 
elements are re-estimated by reduced generalized least squares. Also, an upper bound 
modification is incorporated. This is based on the observation that for the general 
nonlinear model with no linear relationship the sample covariance matrix es­
timates the sum of ^ and a positive definite matrix. First, the largest root A of 
— Am2zl = 0 is obtained. If A < 1 -|- i, then ) is unchanged. If A > 1 + 
then we set 
(3.21) 
X — n ^ 
This modification prevents ) from becoming "too large" and keeps the variability 
due to the factors and nonlinear relationships in The same upper bound 
modification and re-estimation due to the negative estimates are used in obtaining 
the initial estimate ^(0) in (3.19). 
If the model happens to be linear in factors, then is not used, and, except 
for the modification and the upper bound modification, and # 
iterated to convergence are in fact the maximum normal likelihood estimates. The 
n~^m22 niodification in (El), (E2), and (E3) are for numerical stability of taking 
inverse matrices in small samples. 
Step (E3) applies generalized least squares to a pseudo moment matrix. It is 
possible to apply generalized least squares to 7^^^ = vech Vf(j3(^))v^(/3(^)) with an 
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individual specific weight. In such a case, the step (E3) would be 
= 
U=1 t=l 
where 
# = K+_I.{V^,(GF ®G('')LJ}, 
V„ = 2K+_j,(E<rl'8l:(;-'))K+!i., 
" (i—1) '^(0 
and ' are defined in (E3). We recommend the pseudo moment approach 
over this individual weight approach, because of better numerical stability, much 
simpler computation, and the availability of a corresponding goodness of fit test 
statistic. The generalized least squares residual sum of squares in (E3) at the final 
iteration serves as a test statistic for the fit of the model, and can be compared to the 
u p p e r  p e r c e n t a g e  p o i n t s  o f  t h e  c h i - s q u a r e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  w i t h  d  =  } j { p  —  k ) { p — k  +  l )  —  p  
degrees of freedom. This test statistic reduces to the normal likelihood ratio test 
statistic for the model fit in the linear model case. The originally assumed condition 
that d >0 was used in (E3). 
3.5 Approximate conditional likelihood method 
The ELM model fitting procedure developed in the previous section has some 
good properties especially when it is considered as an extension of the linear case. 
However, the algorithm requires the computation of factor score estimates for all 
individuals at each iteration step. Recall that the factor score estimate for the k X 1 
is essentially based on the p x 1 for each fixed t. Such individual factor score 
computation and the evaluation of various quantities at the estimated factor scores 
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may potentially introduce some numerical instability and increased variability. In 
fact, our experience and simulation study have shown that the ELM procedure tends 
to produce some outlying values of parameter estimates in small samples. This led 
us to consider a model fitting procedure without involving factor score estimation. 
To achieve this, an expansion of g(f^;j3) around the observed is used instead 
of (3.16), and all necessary quantities are evaluated at instead of to avoid 
the factor score estimation. Then, the approximate conditional distribution of 
given X^ is utilized in developing a proper model fitting procedure. Under the ideal 
condition, e.g., the linear case, this conditional approach is not as efficient as the 
ELM approach which becomes normal maximum likelihood estimation. In addition, 
the conditional approach requires some restriction on the distributional form of and 
for the procedure to work well. On the other hand, the computational simplicity 
of the conditional approach is expected to produce more reliable parameter estimates 
in small samples than the ELM approach. 
To introduce this conditional approach, we first assume hypothetically in model 
(3.3) that ~ N{fi, $) and ~ N{0, '9?). Since is nonnormal for any g nonlinear 
in the likelihood based on Zf cannot be written down explicitly. To obtain a 
workable form of the likelihood, we use the quadratic approximation to the function 
g around the observable X^, i.e., 
g(ff;^) = g{Xt-(3) - GiXt;/3)nt + iH(X^;^)vec ^'uu, (3-22) 
where G(f;^) and H(f;;3) are defined in (3.14) and (3.15), respectively. With this 
approximation, the equation for Y^ in (3.3) becomes 
y ,  =  g(X,i/3) + iH(Xi;/3)vec + ej - G(Xi;/3)U(. (3.23) 
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The conditional distribution of — G(X/;/3)u^ given is 
($ + ^uu)-^ {Xt - ti), Ttt), (3.24) 
where 
~ ^vvf^ — ^vuii(^ + ^ uu) vufi' 
Svutt = -G(Xt;/3)Wuu, 
^vvtt = ^ee + GiXf,/3)^vinGiXf,py. (3.25) 
Using (3.23) and (3.24), the approximate conditional distribution of given X^ is 
where 
= S(Xi;/3) + -H(X^; /3)vec 'S'uu + + ^uu) ^ (X^ — /z). 
The approximate likelihood function is a product of the densities of Z/'s, and each 
density is the product of the marginal density of X^ and the conditional density of 
Yf given X^. Thus, the approximate log likelihood is, except for a multiplier (—1/2) 
and an additive constant, 
/ = /l + I2, 
where 
'1 = E [iog|riii + (Yi-i'i)'V(Yi-,-i)j, 
t=l 
h = i; [ioe|s*n-(x,-,.)V-i(x,-M)], 
t = l  
= $ + ^uu-
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We observe that the normal marginal likelihood I2 is valid only for normal = 
+ u^. But, simple unbiased estimators 
1 " 
u = X =-Ex,, 
i=l 
= «>xx = E (x« - X)(x, - X)', 
^ <=1 
are reasonable estimators of ix and regardless of the distributional forms of ran­
dom and u^. Thus, to estimate /3 and we consider li with p, and substituted. 
This is the so-called pseudo likelihood approach. The , which is also a normal like­
lihood, does not directly depend on the normality of f^, but can be justified if the 
distribution of and the conditional distribution of given are approximately 
normal. Note that li is only an approximate likelihood and that, in particular, 
is not the exact conditional covariance matrix. The use of such an approximate ex­
pression for a covariance matrix in a role other than a (possibly incorrect) weight for 
a quadratic form (to be minimized) is known to produce estimators with potentially 
poor properties. See, e.g., Carroll and Ruppert (1982), and van Houwelingen (1988). 
Hence, instead of minimizing li with respect to /3 and we separate the two pa­
rameters, and iterate between the two. For the estimation of /3 for a given value of 
we consider minimizing the exponent part of the conditional likelihood li using 
the approximate Tfi only as a weight. Given a value of /3, we take the conditional 
residual of the form ~ i'ti apply the conditional generalized least squares to 
the residual sum of squares matrix. 
To start the procedure, and defined in (3.18) and (3.19) can be used 
as initial estimates for /3 and respectively. At the i—th iteration, estimates of (3 
and ^ are obtained as follows; 
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(Al) /3(^) is obtained by minimizing 
n  
E 
f=i ^ t t  
where 
= g(Xi;/3) + iH(Xj;^)vec»!,u ^'-G(Xi;/3)®i'u 
r\l 't uu ~ ^uu G) 
+ -
n 
T , »^ZZ ^p—fc' ^ 
(z-1) 
g['' = G(Xi;/3(^-l)), 
and m^z defined in (3.10). 
(A2) is obtained by generalized least squares applied to 
\/ 
where 
= -E 
n  t=l 
-t-
r<'' = Yf-i-f ''(^(')), 
+D ( i )  f: Dp'rir"-'D<'' 
.5=1 
D 
{ i ) '  
t ' 
ag(x,;/3W) 
~ w  • 
For the p x 1 satisfying 
^ { i )  ^  ^ V~lc(^')'vech 
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where 
V = K+ 
n  
E f f t t  "®fS; ")K+1J .^ 
t = l ^  '  ^  
C'-l) - ^(^-1) ^ ^ _(0 U(^-l) _ ,T,(i-lU-l .T,(i-1) 
•it ee + G t 
+ -
n 
T , p—h t ^ Z Z  
uu m^x^iu G 
(0' 
^p—k-> 
(A3) Update i = i + 1. 
This iterative procedure should be continued for a few iterations only. But, in our 
experience of the actual implementation, the estimates in most cases converged after a 
reasonable number of iterations. The final step produces the approximate conditional 
likelihood (ACL) estimates yS and An estimator of the factor covariance matrix $ 
can be obtained by #uu with modification suggested in Amemiya (1985). The 
terms involving n~~^m22 in (Al) and (A2) are included as a small order adjustment 
to guarantee numerical stability of the inverse matrices. The minimization in (Al) 
is somewhat similar to that in (E2) of the ELM procedure. But, (Al) is based on 
the approximate conditional distribution and uses the expansion around instead 
of around in the ELM. Thus, e.g., the direction of the second derivative bias 
adjustment, based on a similar idea, has different signs in the two approaches. Also, 
the minimization in (Al) is for some quadratic form with a given value of weight, while 
that in (E2) is for much more complicated function of /3. In step (A2), the term 
is used so that the conditional expectation of is approximately 
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where is given in (3.25). Using (3.23) and the definition of in (Al), 
- Yi-i/(^-l)(/3)-Df^(/3(0-/3) 
= V t - E { r , t \ X t } - D \  ( i )  
1-1 
f :  Di'''rir^'-^D('' 
1=1 
f; D<'''rir^'"^ ha - E{.,s I Xs}| 
.5 =  
n 
E 
S=1 
where 77^ = — G(X^;/3)u^. Thus, 
E{r{'>rf''I X(} i S,v«-A?, 
where 
,(0 
f: D.f)' 
.5=1 
can be aiaproximated by . Also, in this error variance estimation step, any 
negative element of is replaced by zero, and the remaining elements are re-
estimated by the reduced generalized least squares. The additional upper bound 
modification as given in (3.21) is also incorporated in the computation of As 
( z )  discussed in the previous section, generalized least squares could be applied to lUf = 
( i )  ( i V  ( i )  individual specific weights. However, the pseudo conditional 
moment approach gives more stable estimates and a goodness of fit test statistic. 
The generalized least squares residual sum of squares in (A2) at the final iteration 
can be compared to the chi-square distribution with d — ^(p — k){p — fc + 1) — p 
degrees of freedom to test the fit of the model. This test is based on the conditional 
distribution and differs from that in the previous section. 
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For a special case of the Hnear model with normal assumptions on and the 
procedure based on (Al)-(A3) iterated to convergence does not reduce to maximum 
normal likelihood estimation. This is because the information on ^ee is ignored in 
step (Al) and is not used in obtaining and because in turn some information 
about $ contained in li is ignored. However, for such a linear model, the resulting 
estimator is consistent and fairly efficient. The general difficulty in dealing with a 
likelihood based on a nonlinear function of a random factor, the convenient form 
of the approximate conditional likelihood, and the relatively simple computational 
algorithm make this approach appealing for the general nonlinear model. 
For both ELM and ACL estimators and fit statistics, the small-cr asymptotic 
theory could be applied to derive approximate distributional properties and to provide 
justification, although the details can be extremely tedious. Some theoretical results 
indicate that the ACL approach requires some distributional assumption on and 
u^. For the practical use of the ACL, it is necessary to choose the k components 
in the reference variable in the errors-in-variables parameterization so that 
is roughly normal or the error is small. Li the asymptotics, the ELM approach 
may be preferred. But, as we will see in the next section, the finite sample properties 
are not that simple. To assess the accuracy of the parameter estimates, approximate 
standard error estimates could be obtained using the small-cr asymptotics, or some 
re-sampling procedures could be useful taking advantage of the multivariate random 
sample structure of the data. 
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3.6 A simulation study 
A Monte-Carlo simulation study was conducted to assess the finite sample prop­
erties of the parameter estimates obtained from the ELM and ACL procedures de­
veloped in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. Model (3.3) with p = 4 observed variables and = 1 
factor was considered. For t = 1,2, ...,7^, the model is 
h y\i = ^1 + 
1 + eh-hh 
9 
+ 
% = 1^6 + ^ 6 ft + 1^7 ft +^2t^  
% = + 1^9 ft + ho ft +^3t^  
^t ~ /i + 
where the true parameter values for the coefficients were chosen to be 
(3' = (^1, /?io) = (0 , 7 , 10 , 0.5 , 50 , -5 , 0.1 , 65 , -7 , 0.2) 
We generated random samples assuming 
ft 
( \ 
^t 
\ u t i  
iV(20,36), 
iV(0 , diag (i/'eelb'0ee22'V'ee33'^uu)). 
To study the effect of the error variance size relative to the total variance, we con­
sidered two sets of the error variances 
'I'eeii = ''=1.2,3, 
^uu = «V{A'(), 
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with ^ = 0.1 and 6 = 0.2 corresponding to cases with error variances approximately 
10% and 20% of the total variances. (The numerical appi'oximation was used for 
V{yj^}). Two sample sizes, n = 300 and 500, were considered. For each of the 
four combinations of 6 and 7i, 1000 Monte Carlo samples were generated. From 
each sample, initial estimates for /3 and were obtained by using (3.18) and (3.19), 
respectively. Using these initial estimates as starting values, a step consisting of 
(E1)-(E4) in Section 3.4 was iterated twice to obtain the extended linear maximum 
likelihood (ELM) estimates of /3 and ify. Also using the same initial values, a step 
consisting of (A1)-(A3) in Section 3.5 was iterated twice to obtain the approximate 
conditional likelihood (ACL) estimates of /3 and rp. 
Table 3.1 presents the square root of the mean squared error (RMSE) and the 
relative bias (RB = bias / true value) for some selected parameters for the four 
combinations of the sample sizes and variance ratios. Although the estimators of /3 
may not possess moments, these tables provide useful summaries and comparisons of 
the estimation procedures. In addition, some boxplots are given in Figure 3.2 and 
Figure 3.3 representing general patterns of empirical distributions of the estimates. 
In the boxplots, whiskers are drawn to the nearest value not beyond 1.5 x [inter­
quartile range) from the quartiles. There were a few outliers hidden in the boxplots. 
Such values were somewhat away from the remaining values, but were not extreme 
outliers. 
For estimation of (3, the initial estimator is the ordinary nonlinear least squares 
estimator defined in (3.18) which ignores the error in X^. As can be seen in the table 
and boxplots, the initial estimator of /3 has a large bias which increases with 6 and 
does not decrease with n. In fact, the initial estimator is so biased that all 1000 
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samples in some cases give the values on one side (either larger or smaller) of the true 
value. Thus, the ordinary nonlinear least squares estimator of /3 is useless unless the 
error variances are very small. On the otb-^r hand, the ELM and ACL estimators of 
/3 have small biases, and the ACL is nearly median unbiased. This fact and their 
nearly symmetric empirical distributions around the true values are two reasonable 
featiu'es of the ELM and ACL estimators for practical use. The ELM estimator of /3 
takes some outlying values when the relative size 6 of the error variance is large or the 
sample size n is small. This also affects the RMSE and RB, and may possibly indicate 
the nonexistence of moments in some cases. If we exclude few outlying values, the 
ELM estimator of generally tends to have slightly smaller variability than the ACL. 
For estimation of V*, the initial estimator (.3.19) is an unweighted estimator, while 
the ELM and ACL estimators are weighted estimators (with bias adjustment). As 
a result, the ELM and ACL estimators improve largely over the initial estimator in 
terms of variability. The performances of the ELM and ACL estimators are similar 
to each other, except that the ELM tends to have a smaller bias but a slightly 
larger number of outlying values. As in estimation of /3, the outlying values are not 
extreme, and the number of samples containing them is very small. The estimation of 
•0 becomes increasingly more difficult when the error variances become large relative 
to the total variances. 
Histograms of the estimates of and ?/'uu are presented in Figure 3.4 and 
Figure 3.5, respectively. For these histograms, values outside twice the inter quartile 
range from the quartiles were eliminated to remove the outlier effect. The normal 
density with the mean and variance corresponding to the sample quartiles of the 
reduced data are superimposed in Figure 3.4 and 3.5. It is clear that, except for 
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Table 3.1: Root mean squared error and relative bias for three estimators 
n = 300, S = 0.1 
Initial ELM ACL 
Parameter RMSE RB RMSE RB RMSE RB 
h 0.1132 -0.2093 0.0701 -0.0848 0.0073 0.0331 
h 8.7747 -0.1667 4.1434 -0.0176 2.7802 -0.0006 
^10 0.0352 -0.1683 0.0155 -0.0140 0.0110 0.0036 
V'eell 0.2792 -0.0853 0.1474 -0.0873 0.1534 -0.0555 
%e22 2.0480 -0.0900 1.3914 -0.0212 1.2358 0.0054 
^uu 0.9302 0.0475 0.5045 -0.0196 0.4576 -0.0449 
n = 500, 6 = 0.1 
Initial ELM ACL 
Parameter RMSE RB RMSE RB RMSE RB 
h 0.1115 -0.2120 0.0546 -0.0789 0.0563 0.0251 
/^5 8.5938 -0.1666 2.4003 -0.0193 2.3242 -0.0012 
^10 0.0348 -0.1693 0.0087 -0.0158 0.0088 0.0033 
^eell 0.2182 -0.0799 0.1114 -0.0747 0.1165 -0.0416 
^ee22 1.6591 -0.0903 0.9675 -0.0092 0.9386 0.0073 
'/'uu 0.7485 0.0781 0.3742 -0.0185 0.3724 -0.0437 
n = 300, 6 = 0.2 
Initial ELM ACL 
Parameter RMSE RB RMSE RB RMSE RB 
h 0.2015 -0.3868 0.0546 -0.2424 0.0563 -0.0826 
h 18.0742 -0.3544 9.9081 -0.0993 6.0836 0.0110 
^10 0.0730 -0.3590 0.0343 -0.0407 0.0269 0.0306 
^eell 0.7565 -0.2245 0.3564 -0.0611 0.3487 0.0645 
^ee22 6.8998 -0.2275 3.8092 -0.0165 3.1516 0.0400 
i>\x\x 2.5832 0.1325 1.3115 -0.0257 1.4179 -0.1119 
n = 500, <5 = 0.2 
Initial ELM ACL 
Parameter RMSE RB RMSE RB RMSE RB 
h 0.2018 -0.3941 0.1461 -0.2303 0.1001 -0.0908 
h 18.0186 -0.3562 7.7465 -0.0878 4.7030 0.0029 
ho 0.0725 -0.3593 0.0246 -0.0683 0.0208 0.0227 
^eell 0.6835 -0.2.342 0.2608 -0.0452 0.2836 0.0711 
'/'ee22 6.3766 -0.2361 2.6675 0.0013 2.4453 0.0397 
i^uu 2.3628 0.1784 1.0265 -0.0256 1.2965 -0.1128 
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Figure 3.2: Boxplots for estimates of ^^0 
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Figure 3.3: Boxplots for estimates of 7/'uu 
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Figure 3.5: Histograms and fitted normal density for ^uu 
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the outliers, the empirical distributions of the estimators are approximately normal. 
Also, as given in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5, the ELM estimator of a /3 parameter 
generally tends to be less variable (excluding outliers) but more biased than the 
ACL. For estimating V'uu? ELM is less biased but more variable than the ACL. Both 
bias and variability decrease for the both estimators in general as the error variance 
decreases or as the sample size increases. For estimating V'eeu' estimators 
are generally similar. 
Overall, the computationally simpler ACL fitting procedure is generally more 
stable than the ELM, and seems to produce estimators with at least similar efficiency. 
Since the normality of the factor and error vectors used in this simulation corresponds 
to the ideal case for the ACL, and since the ELM estimator is more efficient for the 
linear models, the relative efficiency of the ACL against the ELM may decrease 
for other distributional situations. But, for the studied situation, the factor score 
estimation and the repeated evaluation of functions at the score estimates in the ELM 
procedure seem to result in the finite sample instability producing more outliers than 
the ACL. It may be possible to develop further modification of the ELM so that the 
occurrence of outlying estimates decrease and the finite sample properties improve. 
These and a number of other methodological and theoretical questions regarding 
nonlinear factor analysis are being investigated. However, the results of this study 
are promising for the ELM and ACL approaches for developing practical model fitting 
procedures. 
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3.7 Conclusion of the example 
Recall that for the example data, the fit of the linear model was very poor 
(p = 0.0002) as given in Section 3.2. As an alternative suggested by the scatter plots, 
the general quadratic model (3.7) was fitted using the ELM and ACL procedures 
described in Section 3.4 and 3.5. For both procedures, the estimates converged after 
five iterations. Figure 3.6 is the scatter plot of Z3 vs Z4 with three fitted lines; linear 
factor analysis fit and two quadratic factor analysis fits by the ELM and ACL. The 
inadequacy of the linear model in describing the data is clear. The two quadratic 
fitted lines capture the apparent curvature present in the data. For Z3, the ELM fit 
with near monotonicity may make more sense from the subject-matter point of view. 
Using the goodness of fit test statistics for the whole system of equations introduced 
in Sections 3.4 and 3.5, the ELM procedure gives a x" = 4.37 with 2 degrees of 
freedom (p = 0.11), and the ACL gives a = 0.05 with the same degrees of freedom 
(p=0.98). Thus, the quadratic model (3.7) fits the data well with one 
underlying factor. Based on the quadratic model, these scales define one investigative 
factor, matching the theory used for the test design. Also, the quadratic model can 
be used to obtain factor score estimates for the underlying investigative factor, using 
either the ELM or ACL fit. Such factor scores can be used in structural equation 
analysis of a larger set of variables without violating the theory behind the test design. 
Also, each of the six postulated factors for the whole test can be estimated using 
nonlinear factor analysis applied to each set of the corresponding scales. Capabilities 
to consider fitting nonlinear factor analysis models certainly increase the available 
tools for analyzing and describing multivariate data. Nonlinear structural equation 
modeling can possibly change the interpretation and the conceptualization of the 
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Figure 3.6: Plot of the fit to Occupations (Z3) for three diiferent procedures 
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latent variable modeling from those mostly based on correlations and covariances to 
those based on regression-like equations with measurement error. This paper has 
shown that the nonlinear factor analysis and nonlinear structural equation analysis 
are possible and useful, and that more statistical investigation in this area is desired. 
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4. CONCLUSION 
This dissertation consists of two papers addressing the problem of fitting non­
linear factor analysis models to multivariate data. The first paper focused on the 
additive nonlinear factor analysis model which is nonlinear in underlying factors but 
is linear in parameters. Following a discussion about the identification issue of such a 
model, an estimation procedure was developed based on a certain approximate con­
ditional likelihood. Also, a test procedure for checking the model fit was introduced. 
Asymptotic properties of the estimator and the test procedure were derived under 
the assumption of large sample and small error variance. A simulation study was also 
given in support of the theoretical results showing the usefulness of the procedure. 
In the second paper, the general nonlinear factor analysis model was introduced and 
described. The identification problem associated with such a model was discussed. 
Two model fitting procedures for such a model and the corresponding goodness of 
fit tests were proposed. A simulation study was conducted to study the usefulness 
of the procedures. An example from a personality testing was used to motivate and 
illustrate the methods. 
This dissertation can be considered a starting point for the investigation of the 
nonlinear factor analysis as a statistical method. This study showed that the nonlin­
ear factor analysis can be useful and the statistically sound model fitting procedures 
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can be developed. One approach, named the approximate conditional likelihood, 
produces a simple and reasonable procedure. The asymptotic theory for such an 
approach developed for the additive model in the first paper provides a good insight 
into the nature of the difficulty associated with this type of problems as well as the 
usefulness of the approach. The simulation study in the first paper supports such 
theoretical results. For the general nonlinear model, the second paper presents two 
approaches. One of them, named the extended linear maximum likelihood, is very 
promising in theory but can potentially have small sample problems. The other ap­
proach based on the approximate conditional likelihood may not be as efficient in 
the ideal setting, but is simpler and more stable in small samples. Further modifica­
tions of the both procedures to improve small sample properties may be possible and 
should be studied in future. More investigation in asymptotic properties of the pro­
cedures are also needed. In addition, development of software is also desirable. Also, 
the generalization of these ideas and procedures to more general structural equation 
modeling is of research interest. 
As shown in the simulation studies and the example in this dissertation, the 
nonlinear factor analysis can be very useful in applied sciences, and the procedures 
developed here add a large class of model fitting tools for multivariate statistical 
analysis. 
